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ABSTRACT
Thermal Analysis of a prototype IC chip was performed with the
use of an Agema Infrared Thermal Imaging System and the Algor
Thermal Supersap Heat Transfer finite elements software package.
A preliminary calibration of the Agema Thermal Imaging system
demonstrated its accuracy to be within ± 0.5 °C of the actual
surface temperature being measured. Computed emissivities were
within 6.0% of actual emissivity values of a surface. Qualitative
comparison of the IC chip's temperature profiles measured by the
Agema system and computed by the Algor finite elements package
revealed agreement between the two techniques. Quantitative
comparison between the two resulted in temperature values that did
not correspond well because of simplifying assumptions made when
implementing the Algor finite elements package.
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Aatm(A) = spectral transmission of atmosphere
B = Spectral factor
Co = speed of light (2.998X108 mjs)
E = spectral radiative emittance, Wjm2Sr ~m
Eg = energy gap (eV)
Ep = energy of photon
EA,b = blackbody emittance
f = frequency (Hz)
F = Shape factor
h Planck's Constant (6.6256X10-34 Js)
I = Thermal Value corresponding to temperature T (IU)
k = Boltzmann's Constant (1.3805X10-23 JjK)
K = constant of camera and lens
L(A) = spectral radiance of target [radiant flux per unit
solid angle per unit area]
Latm = incident radiation coming from the atmosphere
Lb = incident radiation of the base image
(image to be corrected)
Lo = any other incident radiation coming from
surroundings or self generated by scanner
(background radiation)
Lref1 = incident radiation of reference image 1
Lref2 = incident radiation of reference image 2
q = electron volt (J)
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R = Response factor
R(A) = effective spectral responsivity of imager's
detector
S = total radiance received by scanner
Satm = radiation emitted by the atmosphere
Sr = Surroundings' radiation reflected from the target
surface
St = radiance emitted by target and the rest of the
scene subtended by the solid angle of the scanner
lens
T = absolute temperature (K)
Ts = the base image temperature
Tref1 the temperature of reference image 1
Tref2 = the temperature of reference image 2
T1 Actual surface temperature of image 1
T2 = Actual surface temperature of image 2
Vo voltage measured across diode
dVo/dT = change of diode voltage with temperature
a = absorptivity
€ = emissivity
A = wavelength (~m)




Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 Thermal Aspects of IC Technology
Ever since the electronic computer's inception, heat
dissipation has posed a significant problem. Many times the heat
dissipation problem has seemingly been solved through material and
technological advances,and then it reappears due to increasing
component packing densities.
In the 1940's, the vacuum tube with its incandescent filament
served as the "workhorse" of the rudimentary ENIAC computer,
switching electronic signals and developing great amounts of heat
in the process. Special air conditioning units were installed in
the room where the computer was housed just so it could operate.
with the invention of the transistor, and subsequent
replacement of the vacuum tube, excess heat generation was no
longer the nemesis it once was. When compared to the vacuum tube,
the transistor produced an insignificant amount of heat.
But with the introduction and development of solid state
electronics and integrated circuits, heat dissipation problems
become increasingly more prominent. In the period of 1968-1987,
integrated circuits experienced a two-hundred fold increase in
functional density and a twenty-fold increase in speed.
As Wolf [1990) reports
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The Intel 4004 4-bit microprocessor, introduced in 1971,
had 2300 devices and was built in PMOS. The 8086
model, a 16-bit microprocessor introduced in 1978,
had 29,000 devices and was built in NMOS, and the
80386, introduced in 1985, had 275,000 devices and
was built in CMOS.
Chips can dissipate a maximum of about 5 W of power
and still be used in conventional, but expensive, IC
ceramic packages. In order for the much less expensive
plastic packages to be used, however, the maximum power
dissipation is limited to about 1 W. The Intel 8086
dissipated around 1.5 W of power when operated at 8
MHz. Thus, by the late 1970s it was already possible
to manufacture NMOS chips whose power dissipation
approached unacceptably high values.
Therefore, microelectronic engineers developed a new technology
termed CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide semiconductor). CMOS
effectively increased the possible level of device integration
while decreasing the power dissipation of the IC chip. But once
again, the IC chip designers have approached the threshold of
maximum allowable power dissipation, forcing the issue of heat
removal from the IC chip to the forefront of integrated circuit
research.
Determination of the temperature profile of a running IC chip,
while not being an out-right solution to the heat problem, can be
a valuable tool in attaining a solution. By knowing how heat will
conduct through the chip, better "heat conscious" designs can be
created to minimize the power dissipation in certain areas. Also,
possible heat removal techniques can be devised and tested. The
effectiveness of new cooling systems can be determined. Better
designs and better heat removal will ultimately lead to faster and
denser IC chips.
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1.2 Infrared Thermal Imaging
An accurate and reliable temperature measuring technique
for a (single) microchip is necessary for further developments in
the chip design. Infrared thermal imaging is one of the more
promising techniques available to date. It is a non-destructive,
non-intrusive technique that scans the surface area within the
unit's field of view. Unlike thermocouples and thermistors, which
are restricted to measuring temperatures at certain points,
infrared systems can map temperature gradients in a large number of
points with its omnipresent view. Coupled with an IR microscope,
the scanner has a resolution of 15 microns, which enables the
scanner to resolve the microchip components quite satisfactorily.
1.3 Finite Element Analysis
with many computer based Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
software packages available and accessible in the marketplace, the
analysis of a particular mechanical system is greatly simplified.
Finite element analysis has long been known as a tool for solving
(stress) structural analysis problems. FEA can also be employed to
solve heat transfer problems, substituting forces and stresses with
temperatures and heat fluxes.
1.4 Objective of Present Work
The objectives of the present work are to:
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1. Calibrate the Agema Infrared Imaging System
2. Correlate the measured Agema temperature gradients
of the prototype IC chip with the computed Algor
temperature gradients of the same chip
3. State the conclusions and recommendations for
future work based on the results obtained.
Chapter 2 Infrared Temperature Measurements
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2.1 Theory of Infrared Radiation
2.1.1 Fundamentals
All Objects emit and absorb thermal radiation due to
the thermal agitation of their molecules. Thermal radiation can
be defined as the portion of the electromagnetic radiation spectrum
whose wavelengths reside between 0.1 and 100 micrometers. The
infrared range can be further subdivided into the near infrared
(0.75 ~m to 1.5 ~m), the intermediate infrared (1.5 to 7 ~m), the
long wave infrared (7 to 15 ~m), and far infrared (15 to 100 ~m)
regions.
Radiating surfaces possess two unique features called
spectral distribution and directional distribution. Spectral
distribution refers to the wavelength dependence of the thermal
radiation of a surface. Certain surfaces emit more energy in
certain wavelengths. Directional distribution refers to the
directional dependence of the radiation emitted by a surface. Some
surfaces emit more radiant energy at certain angles of view. The
most energy is radiated when the imager view angle is normal to the
surface.
In 1860, Gustav Kirchhoff introduced the concept of the
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'blackbody' to describe an object that absorbs all incident
radiation at all wavelengths. He later proved that a blackbody
emits the maximum amount of radiation possible for a given
temperature and wavelength, which has become known as Kirchhoff's
Law. If a body is contained (enclosed) within a large, isothermal
enclosure (or blackbody cavity) with a constant surface temperature
(Ta ), then the irradiance experienced by the body will equal the
emission of the enclosure (blackbody cavity) at Ts .
When steady state conditions are in effect, there must be thermal
equilibrium between the enclosure and the body. The body and
enclosure must each absorb and emit the same amount of thermal
radiation from their respective surfaces. After imposing an energy
balance around the surface of the body, it can be deduced that no
real surface can have an emissive power greater than that of a
blackbody at the same temperature.
Planck was the first to determine the spectral
distribution of blackbody emission to be
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where
A = wavelength (~m)
E = spectral radiative emittance, w/m2sr ~m
h = Planck's Constant (6.6256X10-34 Js)
k = Boltzmann's Constant (1.3805X10-23 J/K)
Co = speed of light (2.998X108 m/s)
T = absolute temperature (K)
A family of selected temperature curves is plotted on the
emittance-wavelength coordinate system in Figure 2.1.
Planck also introduced the concept of quanta. He hypothesized
that electromagnetic energy is present in discrete bundles of
energy called photons. The energy of a photon is proportional to
the eletromagnetic wave frequency, or
where
E = hfp
Ep = energy of photon
h = 6.63x10-34 Js
f = frequency (Hz)
(2.2)
(Planck's Const.)
If the Planck Distribution Law is integrated from A = 0 to A = 00,
the total emittance of the blackbody becomes
(2.3)
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where a = 5.7x10-8 W/m [stefan-Boltzmann const.]
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This result relates the total emissive power in all directions and
wavelengths to the surface temperature of the blackbody and is
attributed to the efforts of Stefan and Boltzmann.
If the Planck equation is differentiated, Wien's Displacement
Law results.
(2.4)
If all the peaks of the family of Planck curves were connected, the
Wien displacement curve would result. The wien Displacement Law
demonstrates that as a given temperature increases, its
corresponding wavelength of maximum emitted radiation decreases.
See Figure 2.2.
2.1.2 Emissivity
since the blackbody is an idealized concept of the perfect
radiation absorber/emitter, real bodies will absorb/emit only a
fraction of the amount of radiation when at the same temperature.
The fractional factor that the emissive power of all real bodies
(or gray bodies) must be multiplied by is termed emissivity (€).








































The value of emissivity of an object depends on the material and
nature of the surface, and the object's orientation with respect to
the IR detector (angle), but is usually independent of the
wavelength. Since it's a fractional portion of the idealized
emission of a body at a certain temperature, emissivity values are
confined to a range of 0.0 to unity. Typically, dark, rough
surfaces possess the highest emissivities (.90-.99), while smooth,
polished surfaces have the lowest emissivities (.02-.1).
2.1.3 Absorptivity, Reflectivity, and Transmissivity
Incident radiation can be absorbed, reflected, or transmitted
through the impinging surface. The total incident radiation for a
given wavelength and temperature can be defined as the sum of the
three fractional parts, or
where






As with emissivity, absorptivity, reflectivity, and
transmissivity values must all fall between zero and unity. The
transmissivity value is zero for opaque objects since light is not
transmitted through the object, meaning the incident radiation
must either be absorbed or reflected from the surface. A blackbody
absorbs all radiation and reflects and transmits none, so the
absorptivity is unity and the other two properties are zero.
2.2 IR Instrumentation and Measuring Techniques
2.2.1 IR Measuring System Components




3) Electrical Amplifier/ signal Processor
4) Display unit
2.2.1.1 optical System
The optical system collects and concentrates the incoming
infrared radiation onto the detector. The more energy the optical
system can collect, the better the processed image becomes. The
quality of the final image depends directly on the quality of the
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optical system.
Optical systems employ reflective and/or refractive elements
for radiant energy collection and concentration. A germanium lens
(refractive element) focuses target energy on the detector. When
the size of the lens becomes economically prohibitive, reflective
systems are used. Reflective systems use "first surface" mirrors
arranged similar to large, astronomical telescopes. "First
surface" mirrors are mirrors whose reflecting surface is the first
surface the target radiation intersects. Radiation doesn't travel
through a layer of glass before reaching the reflecting surface,
avoiding absorption and filtering effects. Typical "first surface"
mirrors are made from aluminum, gold, and silver.
There are four characteristics that all optical systems have




4) Field of view
The focal ratio is defined as the ratio of the focal length to
the diameter of the telescope aperture. The sensitivity of the
system increases as the focal ratio decreases.
Spectral transmission refers to the band of wavelengths that
the optical system transfers to the detector. For terrestrial
temperature measurements, the 8-12 ~m range is used. The materials
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(glasses, mostly) used for optical systems in the visible spectrum
are generally poor transmitters in the infrared spectrum. A number
of materials have been considered for infrared lens such as silver
chloride, arsenic trisulfide, rock salt, potassium bromide and
KRS-5. All have shortcomings such as cost, corrosion and/or
decomposition, and poisonous composition to be used as lenses.
Germanium is the material of choice because of its excellent
infrared transmission and stability under atmospheric conditions.
Resolution of infrared optical systems is usually less
problematic than visual optical systems because it's only required
over the small area of the detector. Spherical, chromatic, coma,
and astigmatism aberrations limit the infrared optical system just
as they limit visual systems.
The field of view, or area of the scene viewed by the
detector, is determined by the size of detector used in the imaging
system. The angular size of the field of view is the angle
measured between the edge of the scene and the edge of the lens at
the detector.
2.2.1.2 IR Detector
An infrared detector subject to infrared radiation will
typically convert that radiation into an electrical response. Some
detectors function by chemical change in films, differential
evaporation of a thin film, or the expansion of heated gas. The
most popular method today is the amplification of an electrical
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signal. Detectors are jUdged based upon a number of different
standards such as: noise equivalent power, detectivity,
responsivity, time constant, and spectral response. Detectors that
produce electrical output are classified into two types: thermal
detectors and quantum detectors.
Thermal detectors take the infrared radiation that is focused
by the optical system and produce an electrical signal caused by
the detector's rise in temperature. The signal is proportional to
the incoming radiation and is amplified for display or processing
purposes. Thermistor bolometers, thermopiles, and pyro-electric
detectors are basic types of thermal detectors. They are uniformly
sensitive to all wavelengths, and need not be cooled.
Quantum detectors, or photodetectors, are semiconductors that
are activated by the quanta or photons emitted from the target
source. This "activation" is an electrical charge which can be
amplif ied for further processing. These detectors are
characterized by their high, but nonuniform, sensitivity and fast
response times when compared to thermal detectors. The two types
of quantum detectors are photoconductive and photovoltaic
detectors. Both kinds require some type of cooling. Typical
cooling methods include thermoelectric, liquified gas, compressed
gas, and closed cycle refrigeration.
In many cases, infrared measuring systems require filters
to maximize the amount of target radiation and minimize the amount
of background radiation. Most are classified as absorption,
reflection, or interference filters. Absorption filters absorb the
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unwanted background radiation, reflection filters reflect out the
very long infrared wavelengths (15-100 ~m), and interference
filters reinforce or cancel out radiation through the use of thin
layered films.
Optical chopping is a technique used on a detector to convert
the response to an AC signal and eliminate any unwanted electrical
contributions for the target signal. Chopping is accomplished by
means of a motor-driven, rotating wheel with alternating clear and
opaque sectors. The angular velocity of the rotating wheel
dictates the frequency of the response signal.
2.2.1.3 Signal Processing
The electrical signal processor processes the output from the
detector using amplifiers, filters, and other circuits in order to
display the information. The main objectives of the processor are
to amplify the target signal, reduce the noise signal as much as
possible, and produce a "usable" signal for the display unit.
2.2.1.4 Display Unit
The display unit simply presents the processor output signal
in an informative way. Typical units are meters, recorders,
oscilloscopes, and computer generated images.
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2.2.2 Thermal Imaging Applications
Three general areas of application for IR imaging
(thermography) have emerged over the past 30 years. They are
preventative maintenance and inspection systems for industry,
research tools for academia and medicine, and satellite and
terrestrial surveillance for the military.
Diverse industries such as steel [lJ, electricity supply [2J,
[3 J, [4 J, construction [5 J and high tech manufacturing [6 JaIl
employ thermography to detect "hot or cold" areas on critical parts
and assemblies. These "hot" and "cold" areas are often warning
signals of potential future problems or failures. Maintenance can
often be performed before catastrophic failure occurs.
Of particular interest is the inspection of printed circuit
boards (PCBs). Pearson [1986J reports the ability to isolate
circuit faults in a running PCB by detecting the changes in power
dissipation of the circuit components located on the board. Open
and short circuits are typically found, but Pearson also states
that components operating above or below normal power (without yet
reaching catastrophic failure) can also be found. Reizman [1990J
reports of locating shorts in printed wiring boards by passing
current through the short and detecting the heat generation path
left by the flowing current.
Research using thermography continues to be conducted in a
variety of technical areas. IR imaging can be used as a non-
destructive evaluation technique when inspecting composite
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materials [7]. Boundary layer flows over airfoils mounted in wind
tunnels can be characterized [8]. Vascular abnormalities and
tumors can be detected in the human body by monitoring the
patient's skin temperature [9]. stress analysis of a dynamically
loaded structure by measuring the thermal radiation emitted from
the surface [10] is one of the more recent research applications
being developed. Mapping thermal patterns in lakes and rivers
using satellite based IR detectors is another research application
[11] .
Satellite surveillance for the military constitutes another
substantial area of IR imaging. Day and night surveillance can be
performed in all types of weather. Personnel, tanks, ships, and
aircraft are typical targets for these satellite based, IR sensor
units [11].
Current areas of research focus on the study of emissivity.
Schott [1986], [1989] developed long wavelength infrared radiance
computer models based on angular emissivity data he generated.
Clarke, Boyd, and Leonard [1988] describe a (liquid nitrogen)
cryogenic sample chamber developed for spatial emissivity
measurements of non-uniform materials at near ambient temperatures.
Ryu [1990] reports that spectral emissivity of metals increases
with decreasing wavelength, and is proportional to the resistivity
of metals for wavelengths that are not too short. The dependence
of emissivity on wavelength and temperature is often weak for
nonmetallic objects.
still, many unknown variables plague the thermal imaging
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process. Emissivities, background temperatures, and atmospheric
attenuation are very difficult to determine accurately in both
controlled and real environnments.
2.2.3 Atmospheric Transmission
Although thermal radiation is continuous across the 1-100 ~m
band, the earth's atmosphere can greatly attenuate certain bands of
wavelengths (see Figure 2.3) by scattering and absorption
processes. Two windows exist where infrared radiation is
transmitted with little interference from atmospheric gases, namely
the 3-5 ~m band and the 8-12 ~m band. When looking at objects of
normal terrestrial temperature (300 K), a greater amount of radiant
energy is emitted in the 8-12 ~m band as opposed to the 3-5 ~m
band. However, because the amount of radiant energy changes more
rapidly with temperature change in the 3-5 ~m band, this window has
more contrast than the 8-12 ~m window. The 3-5 ~m band is also
better for measuring hot objects (melted metal) since the radiant
energy increases in the shorter wavelengths as the absolute
temperatures increase.
2.2.4 The IR Measuring Technique
Unfortunately, simply aiming the infrared scanner at a target
and measuring the target's temperature will not produce a
thermally precise image. The scanner and detector will not only
Atmospheric Transmission
100 .,.
















receive radiation from the object of interest, but also radiation
from the surroundings that reflects off the target, and radiation
generated by the atmosphere. The transmissivity of the atmosphere
also plays a major role when working in certain wavelengths and
long distances (20 meters or greater). See Figure 2.4.
If all sources of radiation shown in Figure 2.4 are summed, as
in Equation 2.7, the actual amount of radiation detected by the
scanner results, as Burnay [1988] reports.
(2.7)
where S = total radiance received by scanner
St = radiance emitted by target and the rest of the scene
subtended by the solid angle of the scanner lens
Sr Surroundings' radiation reflected from the target
surface
S t = radiation emitted by the atmospherea m
The target radiance can be written as:
(2.8)
where K = constant of camera and lens (independent of
wavelength) proportional to the square of the
numerical aperture of the lens and inversely
proportional to the square of the f-number
Radiation Sources Received
by the IR Scanner
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A = wavelength
L(A) = spectral radiance of target [radiant flux per unit
solid angle per unit area]
Aatm(A) = spectral transmission of atmosphere
R(A) = effective spectral responsivity of imager's
detector
Note: Effective spectral responsivity is equal to the product of
spectral responsivity of detector and transmission of the lens and
any filters in the optical path.
The blackbody radiance (Planck Equation) is:
\ 5 Cz







A has units of ~m
Lbb(A,T) has units of w/m2 Sr ~m
The actual radiance is:
L(A,T) = €(A,T) Lbb(A,T)
where €(A,T) = emissivity of a graybody target
The reflected surrounding radiation is written as:
(2.9)
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where p(l) spectral reflectance of target
= [1- €(l,T)]
(2.10)
E(l) spectral irradiance at target from
surroundings
Lbb (1, Tsur )
The atmospheric radiance can be represented by:
where
and radiance of a blackbody at atmospheric
temperature
If the scanner's internally generated radiance is considered, then:
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Lbb(TO,l) = Radiance of blackbody at internal scanner temperature,
When all the terms are summed:
S = Kl"'[L(l)Aatm(l)R(l) + p(l)E(l)Aatm(l)R(l)
+ Latm(l)R(l) - Lbb(l, To)R(l)] dl
S = Kl"'[E:(l)Lbb(l,T)Aatm(l) + (1-E:(l))Lbb(l,Tsur)Aatm(l)
+ (1-Aatm ) Lbb(l, T atm ) - Lbb(l,To)]R(l)dl
(2.13)
(2.14)
For distances less than 20 m in the 8-12 ~m band, the atmospheric
absorption can be neglected, or Aatm (l) = 1.
Most surfaces, including the ones under study herein, can be
considered gray bodies, or their emissivities are not dependent on
wavelength in the imager's spectral range.
The final form of the radiance summation is:
2.3 Agema Infrared Thermal Imaging System
(2.15)
The Agema Infrared Thermal Imaging System (Thermovision 880
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system) is the imaging system used for all infrared measurements in
this study. This real-time system consists of a scanner and
appropriate lenses, control unit, IBM compatible personal computer
(PC), color VGA monitor, infrared microscope attachment with
optical video camera, and color printer (See Figure 2.5).
2.3.1 Scanner and Control unit
The three major components of the scanner are the lens, the
electro-optical scanning mechanism, and the detector. The 20° lens
attachment allows a 12cm x 12cm field of view to be scanned when
the lens is O. 5m from the field. The lens is composed of
germanium. The electro-optical scanning mechanism has an
oscillating mirror and horizontal polygon each controlled by the
microprocessor. The mirrors are synchronized to scan the field of
view over the detector surface to produce the thermogram.
The photoconductive detector is a 150 fJ.m square made of
mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) and cooled by liquid nitrogen. The
spectral response range is 8-12 fJ.m and resolution is 175
elements/line. Its temperature range is -20°C to 1500 C.
The control unit allows the thermal level to be changed and
the range of the displayed temperatures to be altered.
2.3.2 Computer and Monitor
The Thermal Image Computer system (TIC-8000) includes the



















Agema Cats-E software which produces the real-time, color thermal
images displayed on the monitor. A number of functions are
available on the TIC-BOOO, including storing/recalling images,
image manipulation, and statistical analysis of the image.
Emissivity correction programs and functions also reside in the
Cats-E software.
The monitor can be set to display either 16 graytones or 16
colors to represent the different temperature ranges in the image.
2.3.3 IR Microscope
The infrared microscope is specifically designed to utilize
the TIC-BOOO Cats-E software, Agema scanner, and control unit. The
microscope's field of view is 1.6 rom by 1.6 rom with an operating
distance from the target of 4 rom. Its resolution is reported to be
15 ~m by the manufacturer. Attached is a video camera to aid in
the focussing of the target. Temperature feedback from the
microscope is monitored by the computer to calculate self
generated, (microscope) radiance.
2.3.4 Agema Measuring Technique
The measuring technique employed by Agema uses photon
detection. The photons received by the MCT photoconductor
originate from the target surface and other secondary sources
mentioned earlier. The quantity named to numerically measure the
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number of photons impinging the MeT detector surface is called
Thermal Value. Thermal Value has an arbitrary unit of measure
called the Isotherm unit (IU).
Two data conversions must be undertaken by the computer before
temperatures can be displayed on the monitor. First, the number of
photons received by the detector must be converted to Thermal
Value, then Thermal Value must be converted to temperature.
A direct relationship exists between the number of photons
received by the detector and the Thermal Value. with the photon-
thermal value relationship, the scanner can convert a photon count
into a Thermal Value reading, in units of isotherms.
The Thermal Value can then be converted into temperature with
a calibration curve that is unique for every imaging system made.
The curve is obtained experimentally by viewing blackbody radiators
set at different, but known, temperatures. The curve is non-
linear, and it is accurately described by the mathematical model
I= R
exp ( B) -F
T
(2.16 )
where I = Thermal Value corresponding to temperature T (IU)
T = Absolute temperature
R = Response factor
B = Spectral factor
F = Shape factor
Agema determines the values of R,B, and F for each imaging system
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made. The least square method fits the measured data and computes
the R,B, and F constants. The calibration function is then loaded
into the computer software for direct temperature readouts and
thermograms. The system operator need not worry about the photons
received and the Thermal Value, since the computer software makes
all necessary conversions.
2.4 Calibrating the Infrared Imaging System
In order to evaluate the performance of the Agema thermal
imaging system, a reliable calibration technique is needed. By
viewing a target with known surface temperature and adjusting the
target's emissivity value in the imaging system's software (Cats-
E), the accuracy of the infrared system could be measured. The
objective is to obtain the true temperature profile of a specific
target and calculate its true emissivity. The temperature profile
and emissivity can each be obtained with the imaging system's
software.
Before a technique could be developed, a target with uniform
surface temperature and emissivity was created to simplify the
target's image. By disallowing temperature gradients and
emissivity nonuniformities to reside on the target surface, two
variables causing potential discrepancies could be eliminated that
would otherwise complicate the calibration process.
The ability to change the value of the uniform temperature
would be useful so the accuracy of the imaging system would be
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known over a range of temperatures instead of a single temperature.
2.4.1 The 'Waterbox'
It was theorized that a copper plate heated by a water flow
at a known temperature on one of the plate's sides would facilitate
the needs expressed above. Copper, long known for its exceptional
heat conduction, will heat very uniformly when subjected to a
heating source.
The bare copper surface was not used as a target area
primarily because its emissivity could not be guaranteed to be
uniform. A uniform emissivity surface is essential in determining
the accuracy of the infrared imaging system and Equa12 software.
By applying a thin layer of paint to its surface, a uniform
emissivity could be obtained.
The temperature of the water (heating source) could be easily
controlled with a constant temperature water bath. Therefore, a
watertight box was constructed with a copper plate for its top
surface and thick plexiglass for its remaining 5 sides. The
insulating properties of the plexiglass would force most of the
heat convection from the water to occur at the copper plate. By
setting the desired temperature in the water bath control unit, one
would expect the target surface temperature to be approximately the
same as the water after steady state conditions are reached. (See
Appendix A for the theoretical heat losses through the copper
plate.) The heat loss through the connecting tUbes was not
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accounted for. (See Figure 2.6)
Two thermocouples were mounted in shallow channels across
the surface of the copper to confirm the actual surface temperature
of the target. One thermocouple bead was insulated with epoxy, one
was made conductive with solder.
Three areas were spray-painted with different colors on the
copper surface. Each area was approximately 0.625 in x 0.625 in.
The painted areas created regions of constant emissivity on the
target surface. These 3 areas were focused in on separately and
served as the basis for the calibration of the system. (See Figure
2.7 for their locations on the copper surface.)
2.4.2 Calibration Apparatus
A schematic drawing of the apparatus is shown in Figure 2.8.
The thermal imaging system is focused on the "waterbox". The
painted copper surface of the "waterbox" is heated by the water
flowing from the temperature bath. The two are connected with
plastic tubes. The thermocouples mounted on the surface of the
waterbox were connected to a Keithley digital thermometer. The
waterbox was mounted in a relatively large isolating chamber (26 in
x 26 in x 28 in box) whose inside surfaces were painted black with
a high emissivity paint (Red spot Nextel Suede Coating 3101) to
protect the target from surrounding radiation. The rest of the
equipment was outside of the chamber. The waterbox was mounted
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dependence of the target radiation received by the detector. The
imaging system's scanner was fitted with a 20° lens to give a
relatively large field of view.
2.5 Temperature Corrections
2.5.1 Acquisition of Data
Three sets of data were acquired - one for each
painted area. For each set of data, six live, raw images were
frozen and stored. The frozen images were integrated over 110
frames to remove any thermal 'spikes'. Each raw image (unprocessed
image) was a thermal profile on one of the painted surfaces heated
to a certain temperature. The temperatures the images were taken
at were 30°, 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, and 80° C. Other significant
data was also recorded for each image stored, as shown in Appendix
B. This data was used in the imaging system's calibration tables
to produce a more accurate thermal image of the target. A detailed
description of the procedure implemented can be found in Appendix
C.
After an image was stored at a specific temperature, a certain
amount of time was needed to raise the water temperature in the
bath and, hence, the surface of the copper plate. The total amount
of time between image storages tended to average 15 minutes.
2.5.2 Data Reduction
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With the frozen, unprocessed thermal images stored in
computer memory, the procedure of reducing and processing the data
can begin. since the uniform painted target area was only a
fraction of the total image stored, the painted target area had to
be magnified in order to fill the whole image area. The whole
image should consist entirely of the painted target (constant
emissivity) so the Equa12 software could correct the raw, magnified
image. There is a magnify function that resides in the Cats-E
program that allows for magnification of any part of a stored
image. 18 (3 sets of 6) magnified images were stored on the
computer hard-drive, each painted area heated to 6 different
temperatures, and each composed entirely of a uniform emissivity.
2.5.3 Equa12 Software
The Equa12 computer program is designed to calculate the true
temperature of each pixel in the image of interest and construct a
new image which consists of these true temperatures. This feature
is very useful when the target's emissivities are varied or
unknown, since the temperature profile produced by the infrared
system depends directly on the accuracy of the emissivity values.
Poor emissivity values will result in inaccurate thermal profiles.
Figure 2.9 is a thermogram of a surface heated to 60.0 °C.
According to the infrared system, the surface is approximately 97.0
Effects of an Incorrect Emissivity
Value
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Figure 2.9
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°c. The difference is due to the incorrect emissivity value used
by the infrared system.
A total of three stored images is needed to implement the
Equa12 program. The image to be corrected (base image) must be
recalled from memory to the computer screen. In this case, the
base image would be one of the 18 magnified, constant emissivity
images. The two remaining images (reference images) are images of
the same target in the exact same position as the base image, but
they are either heated or cooled to different temperatures than the
base image and each other. Again, in this case, these images would
be the magnified images stored previously, and be of the same color
as the base image. Three thermal possibilities exist:
TS < Tref1 < Tref2
Tref1 < Ts < Tref2
Tref1 < Tref2 < Ts
where TS = the base image temperature
Tref1 = the temperature of reference image 1
Tref2 = the temperature of reference image 2
None of the three temperatures can be equal, and it's recommended
that all be taken at least in 10° C increments.
The true temperatures of these reference images must be known and
are usually found by means other than the infrared system. The
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names and true temperatures of the reference images are entered as
arguments in the Equa12 execution statement. After a few minutes
of run time, the program reforms the raw image into its true
temperature image and displays it on the computer screen. The
resulting image received is the true temperature profile of the
base image, based on the two reference images and their
temperatures.
analysis.
The resulting images can then be stored for later
Based on the theory described by Schott [1989], the Equa12
algorithm can be assumed to operate by the following equations.
Lref1 = O€T1
4 + Latm + La
Lref2 = O€T2
4 + Latm + La
(2.16 )
(2.17)
where Lref1 = incident radiation of reference image 1
Lref2 = incident radiation of reference image 2
Lb = incident radiation of the base image
(image to be corrected)




= Actual surface temperature of image 1
T
2
= Actual surface temperature of image 2
L = incident radiation coming from the atmosphereatm
La = any other incident radiation coming from
surroundings or self generated by scanner
(background radiation)
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If Equation [2.16] is subtracted from Equation [2.17]:
(2.18)





Values for Latrn and La can be approximated by the computer with
information stored in the software's data files.
with six images stored at different temperatures for each of
the three colors, the multitude of combinations possible for
correcting the images with Equa12 are substantial. For example,
suppose the 30°, red target had to be corrected with the software.
The reference images could be 40° red and 50° red, or 40° red and
80° red. There are 10 possible reference image combinations that
could correct anyone base image. (See Appendix D). It would be
expected that all 10 combinations produce similar thermal profiles
for the corrected, base image. It should be noted that a base image
could possibly become a reference image when other images are
corrected. If each of the six images of one color were corrected
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with all of the possible reference image combinations, a total of
60 combinations would ensue.
2.6 Results of Equa12 Corrections
Once the Equa12 temperature correction images have been stored
in computer memory, rUdimentary statistical analyses can be
performed on each image. The minimum, maximum, and average
temperatures can be determined with a Cats-E computer command for
the entire image area. These values were then recorded for further
evaluation and are located in Appendix D. Figures 2.10 and 2.11
display the correcting abilities of the Equa12 software, with
Figure 2.10 (raw image) actually being heated to 50 °C.
2.6.1 Temperature Results
The results of the Equa12 corrections of the uniform
emissivity, constant temperature, black, gray, and red target areas
are listed in Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, respectively.
The first column of each table shows the actual surface
temperature of the waterbox target as measured with the
thermocouples.
The second column lists the averaged, corrected target surface
temperatures from the Equa12 software. These values were averaged
twice. Each image was first averaged when the statistical analysis
was performed, as previously described. The value that appears in
the table is a result of the 10 possible Equa12 combinations for
each temperature increment being averaged.
Raw Thermal Image before
Equal2 Corrections
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The third column shows the absolute difference between the
actual surface temperatures (Column 1) and the computed surface
temperatures (Column 2).
The fourth column lists the ranges, or the minimum and maximum
average Equa12 corrected temperatures, for each set of ten
correction combinations.
Interpretations of these results are included in section 2.7
of this chapter.
Table 2.1
Temperature Correction Results - Black Area
(All Temperatures measured in °C)
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Actual Average Corrected Actual and Corrected Min/Max Corrected
Temp Image Temp Temperature Difference Average Temps
30.3 31.1 0.8 30.4/32.7
40.2 40.1 0.1 39.5/41.4
50.1 50.2 0.1 49.6/50.9
60.0 59.9 0.1 59.4/60.8
70.0 70.1 0.1 69.6/71.3
79.9 80.6 0.7 80.2/82.0
Table 2.2
Temperature Correction Results - Gray Area
(All Temperatures measured in °C)
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Actual Average Corrected Actual and Corrected Min/Max Corrected
Temp Image Temp Temperature Difference Average Temps
30.3 30.8 0.5 30.5/31.3
40.2 40.3 0.1 39.9/40.7
50.1 50.1 0.0 49.8/50.4
60.0 60.0 0.0 59.7/60.1
70.0 70.1 0.1 69.6/70.7
79.9 80.3 0.4 79.5/81. 0
Table 2.3
Temperature Correction Results - Red Area
(All Temperatures measured in °C)
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Actual Average Corrected Actual and Corrected Min/Max Corrected
Temp Image Temp Temperature Difference Average Temps
30.3 30.2 0.1 30.1/30.6
40.2 40.3 0.1 40.2/40.5
50.1 50.2 0.1 50.0/50.3
60.0 60.0 0.0 59.7/60.1
70.0 69.9 0.1 69.6/70.0
79.9 79.9 0.0 79.5/80.0
2.6.2 Actual and Computed Emissivities
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Determining unknown emissivities is a simple matter once the
true temperature profiles have been produced with the Equa12
software. An emissivity calculation done by the computer is
performed on the original raw image. The raw image is recalled
from computer memory and the average temperature obtained from the
corrected Equa12 image is entered in the "ecalc" command. The
resulting output is the average emissivity calculated over the
image area for the given reference temperature.
The actual emissivity calculated for a raw image uses the
actual surface temperature measured by the thermocouples in the
"ecalc" command's argument.
The computed emissivity uses the average, corrected
temperature from the Equa12 software for a particular image as the
"true" surface temperature in the "ecalc" argument.
The actual and computed emissivities of the painted areas and
their percent differences are listed in Tables 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6,
respectively.
A computed emissivity for each Equa12 combination of each
painted area was found, as can be seen in Appendix D. For each
painted area, an average was taken for each temperature setting and
recorded in the "Average Computed Emissivity" column. The same
averaging for each temperature setting was implemented with the




Actual and Computed Emissivities
(Black Target)
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Temperature Actual Computed Percent
°C Emissivity Emissivity Difference
30 0.87 0.80 -8.8
40 0.75 0.76 +1.3
50 0.74 0.74 0.0
60 0.73 0.73 0.0
70 0.72 0.72 0.0
80 0.73 0.71 -2.8
Table 2.5
Actual and Computed Emissivities
(Gray Target)
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Temperature Actual Computed Percent
°C Emissivity Emissivity Difference
30 0.98 0.93 -5.4
40 0.91 0.90 -1.1
50 0.89 0.89 0.0
60 0.88 0.88 0.0
70 0.88 0.88 0.0
80 0.88 0.87 -1.1
Table 2.6
Actual and Computed Emissivities
(Red Target)
Temperature Actual Computed Percent
°C Emissivity Emissivity Difference
30 0.99 1. 00 +1.0
40 0.94 0.93 -1.1
50 0.91 0.91 0.0
60 0.90 0.90 0.0
70 0.89 0.90 +1.1
80 0.89 0.89 0.0
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2.7 Discussion of Results from Equa12/Recommendations
2.7.1 Temperature Profile Corrections
The objective of this temperature correction exercise was to
establish the degree of accuracy that can be expected when
operating the Agema Infrared Imaging System. Accuracy can be
defined as the degree of conformity of an experimental measurement
to a true value.
From the values listed in Column 3 of Tables 2.1, 2.2, and
2.3, it can be stated that the infrared imaging system and its
accompanying software is accurate to within ± 0.5 °c, with only two
exceptions. In many cases, the system is accurate to within ± 0.1
°c, when forthcoming recommendations are taken under advisement.
The implication of this finding is that unknown surface
temperatures can be measured to within ± 0.5 °C of their actual
values.
From the values listed in Column 4 of the same table, the
range of error of the imaging system is within +1.5 to -0.6 °C of
the known temperatures with the same two exceptions. Again, the
range of error decreases significantly to ± 0.5 °C if certain
patterns of image combinations are implemented in the Equa12
program.
The two exceptions that were not contained within the stated
accuracy limits were the Red 30°C Target Area and the Red 80 °c
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Target Area. In both cases, one particularly poor corrected image
was generated whose statistical values skewed the remaining values
for that temperature increment.
In the case of the Red 30°C temperature increment, the Equa12
combination that was statistically very poor was the 30°C base
image corrected by reference images of 70 °C and 80°C (30-70-80).
In the case of the Red 80 °C temperature increment, the poor Equa12
combination was the 80°C base image corrected by reference images
30 °C and 40°C (80-30-40). See Appendix D.
A pattern is developing; namely, base images at one end of the
working temperature range that are corrected by reference images
located at the other end of the temperature range produce
inaccurate correction images. The reason underlying this problem
can be traced to Section 2.5.3, Equation [2.18].
Equation [2.18] denotes the object emissivity as related to
the two reference images' radiances and actual temperatures. The
numerator of this equation consists of the difference between the
reference radiances, and the denominator consists of the difference
between the fourth powers of the reference images actual
temperatures (multiplied by the Stefan-Boltzmann Constant).
When the differences between the radiances and temperatures
are relatively small, the error associated with their measurements
can become a significant portion of the overall difference, as
opposed to the relatively large differences, where the error is not
as significant. Accordingly, the Equa12 program will compute an




It is recommended that, when utilizing the Equa12 software,
one avoid relatively large temperature differences between base
images and reference images when relatively small temperature
differences exist between the reference images. with each color
target, the 30-70-80 and 80-30-40 combinations produced inaccurate
results that deviated significantly from actual temperatures
measured and the results of the rest of their respective
combinations. See Appendix D.
It is also advised that all objects measured with the imaging
system should be at least 10°C above the ambient temperature,
preferably 15-20 °C above ambient temperature. If object
temperatures are close to the surroundings' temperatures, the
received object radiation will not significantly differ from the
received surrounding radiation. The small radiation difference
makes absolute temperature measurement of the object more difficult
than if the object were heated to a temperature sUfficiently above
ambient.
The possibility of substituting a different material for the
copper plate found on the waterbox certainly exists. Excellent
thermal conductivity would still be a necessary characteristic for
the top face of the waterbox. Aluminum and brass plates would be
fine sUbstitutes for the painted copper surface used in the present
study. An emissivity study on an aluminum plate (without painted
targets) would be very appropriate because of the presence of
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aluminum contacts on microchips. The aluminum emissivity results
could be used for correcting stored thermal images of microchips.
2.7.2 Emissivity Observations
The actual emissivities (calculated with actual surface
temperatures) and the computed emissivities (calculated with Equa12
corrected surface temperatures) for each temperature increment of
each color target correspond to less than 6.0 % difference, with
the exception of the Red 30°C temperature increment (8.8%). See
Tables 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6. The relatively large percent difference
between emissivities in this case can be attributed to the
relatively small temperature difference between 30°C and ambient
temperature (20°C).
The two types of emissivity (actual and computed) typically
correspond well (0.0 to 1.3%) in the middle 4 temperature
increments for each color target. The two extreme temperature
increments (30 °c, 80°C) didn't correspond as well because of the
same reasons mentioned previously in section 2.7.1.
The implication of these findings is that the emissivity of a
surface can be determined to within 6.0% of its actual emissivity.
Tables 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 also reveal that the emissivities of
the paints are temperature dependent, whereas most emissivities are
relatively constant over temperature changes of less than 100°C.
For the three painted targets, increasing surface temperatures tend
to lead to decreasing values of emissivity.
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The absolute emissivity value of the paint is not dependent on
the color of the paint as traditionally thought. The Black paint
would be expected to possess the highest emissivity, but actually
it has the lowest of the 3 paints studied. The red paint had the
greatest emissivity values, and the gray primer falls in between
the red emissivity values and black emissivity values.
Chapter 3 Thermal Analysis of an IC Chip
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3.1 Introduction of the RIT 'Hotchip'
It was necessary to design and fabricate a specialized
integrated circuit (IC) chip to verify the thermal analysis
abilities of the Agema infrared system. The IC chip (RIT Hotchip)
has no true electrical application as would be expected of chips
in computers, automobiles, or high tech measuring equipment; its
functions are to generate heat loads of various power densities and
measure temperatures at certain locations on the chip surface. It
is desired that the procedures developed (and results obtained) in
this study are used to monitor and troubleshoot more complex and
powerful prototype circuits in operation.
Dr. Lynn Fuller, Department Head of Microelectronic
Engineering at RIT, accepted the task of creating and producing
the chip briefly described above. Resistors and temperature
sensing diodes are the two types of components fabricated on the
chip. The resistors provide the heat when current is passed
through them, while the temperature sensing diodes reveal the
actual temperatures at specific locations on the chip's surface.
By operating individual resistors at known power levels,
temperature gradients across the chip surface will develop. These
temperature gradients can be observed and stored as thermograms
with the imaging system. The temperatures measured with the chip's
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diodes can then be compared to the temperatures measured with the
infrared system at the specific diode locations.
3.2 General Description of the 'Hotchip' Components
The 4 rom x 4 rom silicon die (chip) is approximately 0.015
inches thick. Figure 3.1 shows the actual chip surface with its
various resistors, diodes, and aluminum leads. Figure 3.2 shows an
electrical schematic of the chip.
3.2.1 Temperature Sensing Diodes
Seven temperature sensing diode locations are evenly spread
across the chip surface, as displayed in the previous figures. It
should be noted that 4 diodes are strung together in series at each
diode location, or a total of 28 diodes are present on the chip.
Each diode is approximately 100 ~m x 50 ~m and 9 ~m thick.
Due to the nature of the dopant materials used in the
formation of the diode, a relationship exists between the
temperature of the diode and the voltage measured across the diode.
The temperature dependence of the p-n junction is shown in Figure
3.3. In Appendix E, Fuller (1991) derives the voltage-temperature
relationship for diodes of the type used on this chip to be
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dVo/dT = change of diode voltage with temperature
Vo = voltage measured across diode
T = diode temperature
Eg = silicon energy gap (eV)
K Boltzmann's Constant
(1.380X10-23 J/k molecule)
q = electron volt (J)
By sUbstituting the correct values for silicon,
(3.2)
or every drop of 2.2 mV across the diode represents a 1 °C increase
in temperature.
Therefore, by recording the initial diode voltage and initial
diode temperature (usually assumed to be room temperature), a final
diode voltage can be measured and converted into a subsequent
change in temperature.
3.2.2 Resistors
Four different resistor sizes (R1 through R4) are found on
the chip. There are 2 resistors for each size yielding a total of
8 resistors. Figure 3.1 shows their locations on the chip.
Table 3.1 lists their resistances, sizes, powers dissipated, and
power densities. All resistors are approximately 9 ~m thick.
It should be noted that no transistors are present on the
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chip, meaning true BJT technology wasn't used. The use of dopants
to create p-n junctions most closely resembles Bipolar junction
technology. Each resistor and diode group stand alone
electrically, allowing for a large combination of resistors and
diode groups to be active at one time, if desired.
3.3 Material/Processing Description of the Chip
silicon is the material of choice for IC chips because of its
semiconductive properties and low cost. Doping impurities into the
silicon such as phosphorous and boron create the n-type and p-type
regions needed to form the p-n junction.
Figure 3.4 shows the chip cross section at a resistor and the
p-type and n-type regions used to make the resistor function. The
chip substrate is n-type material. A region of p-type dopant is
diffused into the resistor area, followed by a smaller region of
n+-type dopant diffused into the p-type region.
A thin layer of silicon dioxide (si02 ) is grown on the
silicon surface and protects the electrical components from the
environment. Thin layers of aluminum serve to electrically connect



























































Figure 3.5 shows a similar cross section as described above
for a temperature sensing diode.
3.3.1 Fabrication Procedure
Four basic steps are required to create the many p-type and n-
type regions needed for an IC chip.
1. Mask Generation
A number of masks must be generated to produce an IC chip. A
mask is a pattern of clear and opaque areas corresponding to the
different sizes and locations of component areas. The mask is
first drawn on a CAD terminal and transferred to an electron beam
exposure system where the patterns are written directly into resist
material on a chrome coated glass plate.
2. Oxidation
A thin layer of silicon dioxide is grown on the surface of the
silicon wafer. Portions of the Si02 layer can be etched away to
establish windows for the diffusion of impurities into the silicon.






























3. Photolithography and Etching
A chemical called photoresist is deposited onto the wafer
surface. The mask is placed on the wafer and the wafer-
photoresist-mask sandwich is exposed to ultraviolet light. The
photoresist under the clear areas of the mask has bonds break,
while the photoresist under the opaque areas remains unaffected.
Photochemicals are then washed over the wafer surface, which
removes the exposed photoresist. The wafer is baked, increasing
the adhesion of the remaining photoresist to the wafer surface.
The wafer is placed in an acid bath that etches away the
unprotected silicon dioxide, creating the windows for diffusion.
The resist is then removed.
4. Diffusion
P-type (positive-Group IlIon the Periodic Table) impurities
are diffused into the windows in the wafer's surface created by the
process above. The wafer is moved into a furnace at a slow rate,
it comes to a stable temperature, and necessary impurities diffuse
from a coating into the silicon. The oxide growth,
photolithography, etching, and diffusion is then repeated for the
n-type regions.
The formation of the contact openings and the aluminum
metallization interconnects complete the fabrication procedure.
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3.4 Mounting and Wiring of the Chip
The fabricated silicon die is mounted on an alumina substrate
1.5 inches by 0.75 inches and 0.025 inches thick. Figure 3.6
displays the face of the alumina substrate. The alumina substrate
allows the die to be wired and handled much easier than if the die
hadn't been mounted. The die is fastened to the substrate with a
0.05 rom thick layer of silver epoxy.
The electrical leads of the die are fastened to the inner
leads of the substrate by the process of wire bonding. Aluminum
wires 1 mil thick are bonded to the die leads (terminals) and
strung to the substrate leads with a specialized wire bonding
machine. The wire bonding machine (West Bond) uses ultrasonics to
mechanically attach the thin wire to the die and substrate
surfaces. Human operated machines also require the use of a
microscope so the operator can precisely guide the wire placement
of the wires.
Once the die's electrical leads (terminals) have been
successfully wired to the substrate, electrical connections can be
made to the substrate. If the die and substrate are to be pinned
into an electrical breadboard, as in this case, aluminum "tree"
leads can be soldered to the outer leads (edges) of the alumina
substrate. The die-wire-substrate-lead system can now be planted
into a breadboard and hardwired to various power supplies and
multimeters as any normal logic chip or amplifier chip would be.
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Figure 3.7 shows a common chip package with wire bonds and aluminum
tree leads. The wiring diagram used to operate the chip is shown
in Figure 3.8.
3.5 Electric Heater
In order to use the Equa12 software on the thermal profiles of
the chip, the chip had to be uniformly heated so constant
temperature reference images could be stored. A simple electric
heater was developed for this purpose.
The heater components included a flat 0.375 in x 0.375 in
copper plate, nichrome wire, and thermally conductive epoxy. The
nichrome wire was shaped in a snake-like, microelectronic resistor
fashion to maximize the amount of wire to fit on the copper
surface. The epoxy was spread across the face of the copper plate
and the nichrome wire was placed in the epoxy. Care was taken not
to electrically short the wire on the copper surface. The epoxy
was allowed to set. The nichrome wire-epoxy-copper plate system
was then epoxied to the alumina substrate directly below the
mounted die with the bare copper surface facing the alumina
substrate.
When a current is applied through the nichrome wire, the wire
becomes hot. This heat is transferred to the copper plate, which
is transferred to the alumina substrate and up to the chip. As a
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A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure
3.9. The breadboard with the chip mounted on its surface is, in
turn, mounted on an X-Y-Z table attached to the IR microscope base.
The X-Y-Z table allows different areas of the chip to be moved into
the microscope's field of view, and simplifies the procedure of
focusing the chip for the microscope's optics. The chip surface
is mounted in the vertical plane normal to the microscope, as was
the waterbox in Chapter 2.
3.7 Evaluation of the chip with the IR imaging system
3.7.1 Data Acquisition
with the chip/breadboard assembly wired for operation and
mounted to the XYZ table on the microscope stand, and imaging
system running, acquisition of data can commence. The data needed
for the active resistors' thermal profiles is:
• 3 to 4 reference images of the chip heated to uniform































• Corresponding actual temperatures for each of the reference
images measured with the temperature sensing diodes.
• 4 raw images - one for each resistor generating heat when
activated.
• Corresponding actual temperatures measured with the diodes
of each of the 4 resistors' thermal profiles.
The following is a brief description of the procedure
implemented for the acquisition of the data mentioned above.
It should be noted that the field of view of the microscope is
approximately 1/4 of the size of the chip.
The group of 3 resistors (R1, R2, R3) was located on the chip
surface and displayed as a real-time thermal image. The image was
focused to achieve the best resolution. The initial voltage
readings of the 7 diodes on the chip were recorded with the chip at
ambient room temperature. The chip was heated with the electric
heater to 4 different thermal levels. At each level, a thermal
image was stored and voltages of the 3 diodes located in the middle
of the chip were recorded. The electric heater was turned off to
let the chip cool back to room temperature.
A resistor (of interest) was turned on, and the chip's surface
heated. The thermal level of the system's control unit was
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adjusted to get as much of the chip into the temperature range as
possible. The raw image of the heated surface was stored after it
reached steady state conditions. The voltage readings of the 5
diodes whose locations correspond to the diode locations on the
finite element model were recorded. The power to the chip was
turned off, and the chip allowed to cool.
The second (R2) and third (R3) resistors were heated
individually, their images and voltage readings stored and
recorded.
The microscope was then focussed on the largest resistor (R4)
with the XYZ table. The chip was heated with the electric heater
to 3 different thermal values and 3 constant temperature correcting
(reference) images were stored, along with their respective diode
voltages. The electric heater was turned off and the chip cooled.
The largest resistor was powered, the chip surface heated, and
after steady state conditions prevailed, the raw image was stored.
The 5 diode voltages were also stored. The four raw images are
shown in Figures 3.10, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13. The resistors in each
of the first three images are found directly beneath the aluminum
contacts (dark channels) located in the middle portion of the
image's left side. The largest resistor (Figure 3.13) is the large
green area found between the two aluminum contacts (large dark
areas) in the middle of the image.
Raw Image of the Active R1 Resistor
Figure 3.10
Raw Image of the Active R2 Resistor
Exit: Retul'n
Figure 3.11
Raw Image of the Active R3 Resistor
Figure 3.12
Raw Image of the Active R4 Resistor
Exi t: -Retul'n __
- --- - ~-
- --
Figure 3.13
3.7.2 Temperature Profile Corrections
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The resistor thermal images mentioned above were corrected
with the Equa12 software, uniform temperature reference images, and
their actual surface temperatures, as computed with the diode
voltages. Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17 show the corrected
resistor images.
3.7.3 Observations
certain observations can be made for each resistor thermal
profile. The smallest resistor profile (Figure 3.14) reached its
hottest point at the resistor itself at 141°C and cooled in a
radial pattern to 105 °C.
The mid-sized resistor profile (Figure 3.15) also reached its
hottest point at the resistor itself at 149°C and cooled in an
expanding radial pattern to 110 °C.
The largest of the 3 resistors (Figure 3.16) situated near
each other had a profile similar to the first two resistors, except
the cooling pattern was not well defined. The resistor reached a
temperature of 123°C and the coolest area of the image had a
temperature of 104 °C.
The extra-large resistor (R4) profile (Figure 3.17) didn't
produce a thermal profile similar to the other three. This profile
Corrected Image of the R1 Resistor
Exit: Retufn __
Figure 3.14
Corrected Image of the R2 Resistor
Exit: Retul'n
Figure 3.15
Corrected Image of the R3 Resistor
Exit: Retufn
Figure 3.16
Corrected Image of the R4 Resistor
Figure 3.17
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was much more uniform with no temperature gradients propagating
through the image. The hottest area of the chip surface occurred
in the left hand section of the resistor and was measured to be 118
°C. The coolest areas were at the upper corners of the image and
were measured to be 113 °C. The difference between the hottest and
the coldest temperature was very minimal compared to the
differences in the other resistor images.
other general observations can be stated regarding all of the
corrected resistor images. A uniform 30 °C temperature increase
across the chip surface occurred when the temperature sensing
diodes were turned on. The temperature increase is believed to be
caused by the application of 10 volts to operated the diodes. Some
of the electrical energy used for running the diodes may be
shorting the rest of the die, causing the temperature increase. An
errant wire from the wire bonding process may be causing the
electrical short.
The aluminum leads and diode areas are very apparent in the
images of the 3 smaller resistors. The leads' uniform temperature
profiles trace their physical locations and disrupt the circular
(radial) thermal profiles produced by the operating resistor.
The cause of this thermal discrepancy may be that those areas
were out of the temperature range displayed by the imaging system.
No exact thermal values were stored for those areas because the
emissivity of aluminum is typically 0.02, which is much lower than
the emissivity of the silicon viewed in the same image.
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Consequently, the amount of radiation received by the scanner from
the aluminum contacts was much less than that of the silicon. The
imaging system only reported the aluminum temperature to be below
the lower limit of the temperature range. The raw resistor images
and the correcting images were stored in this manner. A wider
thermal range should be used to include the aluminum lead
temperatures.
Chapter 4 Finite Element Modeling using Algor
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4.1 Brief FEM Background
The finite element method, a widely accepted
computational procedure for solving the differential equations of
engineering and physics, is the basis of many contemporary computer
aided design systems.
The present day finite element method's (FEM) origin is
unclear, as the basic concepts underlying it have been evolving for
nearly 150 years. Advances in aircraft structural analysis in the
1940's set the cornerstones for its modern day development. Papers
continued to be published in the 1950's which "extended the matrix
analysis of structures to continuum bodies." In the 1960's, space
exploration provided funds for its further development in the areas
of structural analysis, fluid flow, and heat transfer. Since then,
firm mathematical foundations have been laid and the explosion of
available computer power has made it attainable for the design
engineer. While the results obtained from the FEM have become
increasingly more accurate over the years, the relative ease in
which it is used has also increased, thanks mainly to the advances
in computer software technology like pre-processors. FEM can be
applied to irregular shapes composed of different materials with
either isotropic or anisotropic properties, mixed boundary
conditions, and steady state or transient time conditions.
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Since the scope of this work is directed towards the heat
transfer through an IC chip and not the further development of FEM,
the theory and concepts of FEM will be left to the experts to
explain. It is merely used as a computational tool to predict the
thermal gradients in the chip. See Segerlind (1984) and
Chandrupatla and Belegundu (1991) for a more in-depth explanation
of the FEM process itself.
The purpose of modelling the RIT Hotchip is to establish the
accuracy of the Algor computer simulation of the heat conduction
across the chip surface. One can then estimate (evaluate) the
utility of the computer simulation as a design tool for the
microelectronic engineer. He can detect any potential thermal
problems that might be encountered before actually fabricating and
analyzing experimentally the prototype chip in question.
4.2 Algor Thermal Analysis Computer Software Introduction
Algor's Thermal Supersap (vizicad) is a user-friendly, PC-DOS
based, IBM compatible software package that implements FEM
techniques to solve heat transfer problems.
Typical components of a modern day Finite Elements
Analysis software package such as Algor's consist of a model
development (creation) program, decoder program, timeloading
program, processing program, and post processing features.
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4.2.1 Superdraw2
The model creation (development) program allows the user to
create a graphical computer model to simulate the real object under
study. The model is generated from lines drawn by either calling
out specific coordinates in a 2-D or 3-D coordinate system with a
keyboard, or using a "mouse" and clicking onto endpoints of the
line being drawn. Both systems are typical of most modern day CAD
systems. A large work/display area is located in the middle and
right hand side of the monitor screen where lines are drawn and
edited, while the menus and command selections are located on the
left side of the screen.
Once the complete model is drawn, it can be broken down into
small (finite) elements, or meshed, with the operator controlling
the size and number of elements. The number of nodes, or points
where lines intersect, are increased significantly by the meshing
process. After the model has been satisfactorily meshed,
temperature loads can be applied to the required nodes.
Algor calls its model development program Superdraw2. It is
similar to many CAD packages (programs) and is the same program
Algor Supersap stress Analysis uses. A maximum of 4200 lines can
be used to create a model (drawing), and a maximum of 255 colors
can be specified. (Colors can be used to represent different types
of materials within the model).
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4.2.2 Thermal Decoder
The decoder program pre-processor takes the graphical model
created in the model creation program and decodes the information
into computer language. Material properties, heat fluxes, and
initial nodal temperatures are usually input at this point (before
running the decoder program).
Thermal Decoder is the name of the Algor decoder used for
thermal analysis. Data files used in the Processing and Post
Processing programs are created here from the information drawn in
Superdraw2. Material properties and boundary condition values can
be edited. Load cases and element types (2-D, 3-D, isotropic, or
orthotropic) can be applied and chosen. After all pertinent
information has been entered, the decoder program is executed.
4.2.3 Timeload
Algor developed a program called Timeload specifically for
transient problems. Transient heat flux and temperature loads can
be applied to the model with Timeload. The length of time until
the end of the analysis and the number of time (steps) intervals
are entered here.
4.2.4 Processors
The processing program actually solves the loaded model with
the FEM techniques (mentioned earlier). This is the most time
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consuming portion of the analysis once the model has been drawn.
Processing times are decreased considerably as the PC's become
faster and have greater memory.
Two processing programs exist for Algor Thermal Analysis -
Steady State Heat Transfer Solve and Time Dependent (transient)
Solve. Each solves exactly what its name implies. The Time
Dependent program can only be executed if the model has run through
the Timeload program mentioned above. The output files from the
Thermal Decoder program can be input directly into the Steady State
Processor program. (See Figure 4.1, the Block diagram of model
processing). The run time of each depends directly on the size of
the model being solved. When similarly sized models are processed,
the Transient Solver will take more time as compared to the Steady
State Solver because of the time increments involved in a transient
problem.
4.2.5 Superview Post Processor
Post processing uses the solution files generated by the
processing program and creates images of the model with color coded
areas representing differing levels (amounts) of heat. High
temperature areas can easily be recognized with a mere glance. A
color key accompanies the image and displays the temperature values
that each color represents.
Superview is Algor's post processing program that displays














Solvers. The computer redraws the model that was created in
Superdraw2 and "colors in" the different temperature gradients
created by the heat/temperature loads. As in Superdraw2, any view
of the model can be seen in Superview. Transient solutions are
viewed (shown) by flashing images (frames) of the model in the time
steps requested in the Timeload program, similar to frames in a
moving picture. A text file lists the temperatures of every node
at every time step (if transient solution) for quantitative
comparisons.
Superdraw2 and Superview have a work/display area showing on
the majority of the computer screen with menus of commands located
on the left and bottom sides. The operator controls the Algor
Thermal Analysis system through a main menu, which allows one to
choose among the Superdraw2, thermal decoder, processor, and post
processor routines.
4.3 Description of the RIT Hotchip Computer Simulation
The thermal Algor model of the RIT Hotchip takes the form of
a parallelepiped and consists of 2847 lines, 1065 nodes, and 736 3-
D brick elements. The computer simulation contains the silicon
die and alumina substrate as its primary components. Figure 4.2
displays the front view of the model. The model basically consists
of a very thin layer of 3-D elements (resistors) on the top surface
connected to much thicker 3-D bricks which represent the remaining
silicon and alumina.
Front View of RIT Hotchip
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As a first generation f inite element model, a number of
simplifying assumptions were made when drawing the model. Of the
three major features found on the chip surface (resistors, diodes,
and leads), only the resistors were thermally active. Therefore,
the only surface features included in the chip model were the
resistors. The nodal locations of the diodes were recorded for
quantitative comparisons among the corresponding actual
temperatures, the infrared temperatures, and the computer
simulation temperatures.
As mentioned previously, only the silicon die and alumina
substrate were modelled in the computer simulation. The Algor
software was unable to simulate the contact resistance between the
two materials. The thin layer of silver epoxy was omitted because,
at the time, it was believed to have a large thermal conductivity
relative to the other two materials. In actuality, it has a low
thermal conductivity value, and even with its very small thickness
(0.05 mm), could possibly affect the results. It is recommended
that the 2nd generation model take the silver epoxy into account
when the model is generated.
The size of the finite elements found in the mesh are not
uniform across the chip because of the large difference in size
between the smallest and largest resistor (features needed to be
modelled). The largest is 2500 times the size of the smallest. If
a uniformly sized mesh were implemented, the mesh density (in non
critical areas) would be extremely dense, with 160,000 elements
required to simulate (model) the chip's surface.
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The nonuniform mesh's reduced number of finite elements saves
valuable computer memory and CPU time when processing the model,
while sacrificing almost no computational accuracy because of the
coarser mesh.
4.3.1 Drawing the Model
In order to draw the chip in the Superdraw2 program, a
suitable dimensional scaling factor had to be determined. By
default, Superdraw2 employs inches as its standard unit of length.
However, the operator can assign a specific value for a Superdraw2
unit.
Forty units was the number selected to represent the 4 rom
length of the chip. Only half of the chip was drawn because of its
symmetrical nature. It was decided that a 10 unit to 1 rom ratio
would be quite accurate for the size and location of the chip's
components.
After the outside edges were drawn, the size and location of
the 4 resistors (residing on the chip) could be established.
Dimensions were taken from a chip diagram similar to Figure 3.1 and
scaled appropriately for the computer model. The computer model
now contains the necessary surface features of the chip. Note that
the model is still contained in a 2-dimensional plane; the die and
substrate thicknesses have not been incorporated into the 3rd
dimension yet.
The formidable task of meshing the surface boils down to
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properly connecting the 3 smaller resistors. The quantity of
features (4) on the surface does not pose much of a problem, but
their sizes and locations relative to each other made the process
slightly more complicated.
with some trial-and-error, it was realized that the best
strategy for creating the mesh was to commence at the smallest
feature (Resistor 1) and expand outward to the other features.
Each side of the quadrilateral elements used in a mesh have to
exactly match (or "share") the same side of the corresponding
adjacent element. In other words, the side of an element could
only terminate at a corner (node) of another, adjacent element.
The 2 smaller resistors (R1 and R2) were each represented as
a single finite element because of their diminutive size. As can
be seen in Figure 4.2 (front view), these 2 resistors were
connected with a "triangular" shaped quadrilateral (the fourth side
is at the top of the quadrilateral) . The mesh becomes nonuniform,
but more importantly, the size of the elements has increased from
the smallest resistor (R1) size to the second smallest (R2). The
"triangular" quadrilateral element was reproduced above the R1
resistor to preserve sYmmetry.
since resistors R2 and R3 are vertically aligned, no change in
element width was necessary to match adjacent element sides. with
R3 being twice as long as R2, it becomes apparent that Resistor R3
should be meshed with twice as many elements, or 2 elements.
The basic meshing pattern is established. The heights of the
elements horizontal to the 3 resistors are dictated by the heights
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of the elements previously drawn. The largest resistor (R4) can be
divided appropriately based on the width of the smaller three
resistors. The remainder of the elements are sized to keep the
mesh as uniform as possible.
Once the 2-D surface of the chip features has been meshed, the
entire surface, including mesh lines, can be copied into the 3rd
dimension with a computer command. All the lines of the original
and newly copied 2-D surfaces corresponding to each other can be
joined together by another set of lines normal to the two surfaces.
The joining lines create the 3-dimensional brick elements used to
model the chip. The thicknesses of the resistors, chip, and
substrate can be copied and distances among them scaled to the
appropriate lengths to complete the 3 dimensional model.
4.3.2
Generation
Model Boundary Conditions, Material Properties, Heat
Boundary Conditions
Once the graphical model has been drawn, boundary conditions
can be applied to the 6 faces of the parallelepiped. The top
surface containing the resistors can be considered adiabatic due to
the insulative nature of the silicon dioxide layer which has a low
thermal conductivity (1.4 WjmOC).
The 4 sides of the model were considered adiabatic. The
sYmmetry plane is inherently adiabatic, while the heat lost through
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the other 3 sides is so minute relative to the surface losses that
they can be neglected. If no boundary condition is applied
(temperature, convection, or radiation), then the computer assumes
that surface is adiabatic.
A constant temperature boundary condition was placed on the
bottom side of the chip. It was felt that natural convection
forces would maintain this boundary at or about the ambient air
temperature, or 70°F. This boundary condition is applied in the
Superdraw2 routine.
Material Properties
After the temperature boundary condition is applied to the
model, the operator may then exit the Superdraw2 routine and enter
the Thermal Decoder routine. Material properties, heat generation
quantities, and other miscellaneous information is added to the
simulation in this routine before being solved by one of the
processor routines.
The thermal properties of the 2 materials used in the model,
silicon and alumina, were taken from reference tables and entered
into the thermal decoder. The three material properties needed
were density, thermal conductivity, and specific heat. The length
units of each material property had to be altered to the length
units used to draw the model. Appendix E displays the typical unit
conversions made for each material property. Table 4.1 lists the
material properties with standard units and with "computer" units.
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As can be seen, the unit conversion causes a significant change in
the values of the properties.
Each set of material properties corresponds to differently
colored lines in the Superdraw2 drawing. By drawing sections of
the model in different colors, the operator can (but doesn't
necessarily have to) apply different material properties to those
sections. While in Superdraw2, the silicon sections were drawn in
green, and the alumina sections drawn in brown.
Heat Generation
The 4 resistive elements found on the top surface of the chip
were modeled in 4 different colors (other than green and brown)
because of their different heat generating capabilities. Each has
a different resistance, and therefore, a different power
dissipation level, so each generates a different amount of heat
when activated. Their material properties are the same as the base
material (silicon) since the resistors are fabricated from silicon.
The heat generation values were based on the resistors' power
densities listed in Table 3.1 of Chapter 3. The units of the power
densities had to be converted to "computer" units, just as the
material properties. A typical example of a unit conversion is

















1.991x10-6 lb f /units
3
4.710x10-4 Btu/lb f OF









3.064x10-6 lb f /units
3
5.440X10-4 Btu/lb f of
8.794X10-7 Btu/s unit OF
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Miscellaneous Information
other miscellaneous information required by the thermal
decoder includes the type of finite element to be used, the order
of processing integration, the load case, and the initial nodal
temperatures. For this particular simulation, an isotropic, 3-
Dimensional element was used, while a 2nd order integration
technique was applied. The load case was maintained at unity, and
the initial nodal temperatures were specified at 70°F.
After the boundary conditions, material properties, heat
generation values, and other miscellaneous information were
entered, the thermal decoder could be run and the output files
needed by the processor routines could be produced.
4.3.3 Processing and Post Processing
The chip model was sent to the Steady State Heat Transfer
Solver routine. No additional information was required of the
operator; only the Thermal Decoder output files were needed.
After the Steady State Solver routine had been successfully
executed, the results of the chip computer simulation could be
displayed with the Thermal Superview routine. The Solver's output
files are recalled to the Superview display window, where the
graphical model depicting the chip developed in the Superdraw2
routine is redrawn. Color profiles appear across the surface of
the chip. Each profile denotes a certain temperature range, whose
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values can be determined with the color key located to the side of
the model. (See Figure 4.3: typical chip Superview file). As
would be expected, the brighter colors (hotter areas) appear near
the active resistor and dissipate into darker colors (cooler areas)
as the distance from the resistor increases.
The exact temperatures of the nodes can be obtained in the
computer simulation's listing (. L) file. By relating the node
locations with the temperature sensing diode locations, the nodal
temperatures predicted by the Algor analysis can be correlated to
the actual diode temperatures measured while the resistor was
activated.
4.4 Experiments
4.4.1 Algor Resistor Thermal Profiles
As in Chapter 3, each of the 4 resistors on the chip surface
was activated individually. The heat generation value was inputted
in the thermal decoder program and then sent to the steady state
Heat Transfer Solver routine for processing. The resulting files,
depicting the computer generated thermal profile of the chip, were
displayed with the Superview postprocessing routine. Figures 4.4,
4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 each display an active resistor thermal profile.
The smallest resistor (R1) is running in Figure 4.4, Resistor R2
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and the largest resistor (R4) is running in Figure 4.7.
The computer disc included with this report contains a listing
file of each of the four thermal profiles. These listing files
include, among other information, the nodal temperatures of each
computer simulation, which can be found in Appendices G, H, I, and
J.
Experimental Temperatures and Computer Generated Temperatures:
The experimental temperatures measured from the operating chip
with the temperature sensing diodes will be compared with the nodal
temperatures at diode locations computed by the Algor processor
routine.
The actual diode temperatures listed in Table 4.2 were
obtained by monitoring the voltage change across the diode and
converting it into a temperature change. The change in temperature
was then added to the ambient room temperature to produce an
absolute temperature. Diode D5 wasn't functioning properly. When
this diode was activated, the voltage measured across this diode
continuously jumped to unrealistic values. Therefore, an actual
temperature at D5 can not be reported.
The computer generated temperatures listed in Table 4.2 were
obtained by locating the nodes in the computer model that
correspond to the diode locations (areas) on the actual chip when
Resistor R1 was activated. Because of the mesh of the model and
the size of the actual diode on the chip surface, 2 to 4 nodes fell
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within each diode area. Therefore, the nodal temperatures related
to each diode were averaged, and the average nodal temperatures
were reported in Table 4.2.
Tables 4.3 through 4.5 list the experimental and computer
simulated temperatures for each of the other resistor (R2, R3, R4)
thermal profiles, respectively. Note the computer simulated
temperatures have been converted to Celsius from Fahrenheit in
these tables. The images (Figures 4.4 4.7) display the


























































































4.4.2 Agema Experiment/Algor Computer Model Comparison
4.4.2.1 Relative Positions of Agema and Algor Images
Before discussing the Agema and Algor results images, it
would be beneficial to explain how the chip components of each set
of images align themselves with respect to the detailed drawing of
the chip surface (Figure 3.1). Figures 4.8 and 4.9 display the
relative positions and orientations of the Algor finite element
images and the Agema IR thermal images, respectively.
The Algor computer image displays the left half of the chip
and contains only the resistors as distinguishing surface features.
The computer images are not rotated to align with the chip shown in
Figure 3.1.
There are 2 types of Agema thermal images, each shown in
Figure 4.9. The first focuses on the group of 3 resistors (Rl, R2,
R3) that are below the dotted line. The second focusses on the
largest resistor (R4) above the dotted line. All IR images include
resistors, diodes, and aluminum leads as distinguishing surface
features. All IR images must be rotated 90° counterclockwise to
align with the chip as shown.
Section of Chip Modeled with Algor
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Before comparing the diode temperatures of the actual
experiment and computer simulation, it would be appropriate to
examine the intuitive results. Common sense reveals that the
hottest diodes will be nearest to the operating resistor. If this
premise is valid for both sets of the 4 resistor images, then more
specific observations can be discussed.
By cross-referencing Tables 4.2 to 4.5 (experimental and
computer temperatures) with Figure 4.8 (chip detailed diagram), the
premise above is true for all the computer simulations and 3 of the
4 actual experiments. with the largest resistor producing heat,
the diode temperatures obtained were intuitively incorrect. The
diodes nearest the R4 resistor (01, 02) measured temperatures below
those of diodes further away from the resistor. Therefore, the
diode temperatures of the R4 experimental run must be deemed
inaccurate.
Thermal Contours
The R1 computer and experimental thermal images possess
similar thermal contours. Both images are characterized by a hot,
central region (active resistor) with progressively cooler circular
temperature gradients expanding outward from the center. Figure
4.4 shows the thermal pattern generated by resistor R1, as the
Algor software package calculated. Figure 3.14 shows a similar
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thermal pattern generated by the same resistor as the Agema IR
imaging system measured it. Although the aluminum leads disrupt
the circular contours of the thermal dissipation, the pattern is
still apparent.
The R2 computer and experimental thermal images also possess
similar thermal contours. As with the R1 resistor, both R2
resistor images have a hot, central region followed by cooler
thermal rings. Figure 4.5 is a color printout of the R2 thermal
pattern, as calculated by the Algor software. The IR image is
shown in Figure 3.15 with the same aluminum lead disruption as seen
in the previous IR image.
The R3 thermal images (4.6 and 3.16) are not as similar as the
previous two sets of images. The Algor computer simulation
produces the expected thermal contour pattern with one central hot
spot and progressively lower temperatures as the distance grows
from the active resistor (Figure 4.6). However, the IR thermal
image displays a less defined contour pattern, with the aluminum
leads obstructing most of the surface area surrounding the resistor
(Figure 3.16). Only the outer fringe of the light green
intersecting with the darker green could be construed as a contour
boundary.
The R4 thermal images (4.7 and 3.17) are a unique pair.
Because of the size of the resistor, most of the microscope's field
of view is dedicated to the resistor (Figure 3.17). Very little
surrounding area can be monitored with the microscope. Therefore,
any thermal contours that exist on the actual chip surface can not
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be detected by the IR imaging system. Figure 4.7 shows the finite
element simulation predicting a very large core area of high
temperature at the resistor location, with the thermal contours
radiating towards the left and bottom sides of the model. The top
and right sides are confined by the proximity to the edges of the
model and their adiabatic boundary conditions. However, because
the IR image essentially resides in the large core area of high
temperature of the computer simulation, it can be stated that the
thermal patterns of both images are similar.
4.4.2.3 Quantitative Comparisons
As documented in Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, the absolute
temperatures of the experimentally measured images and computer
generated images are very dissimilar. In Figures 3.14 and 3.15,
the IR thermal images are reasonable with surface temperatures
ranging from 103 to 126°C for R3 and from 115 to 150°C for R2.
In Figures 4.7 and 4.4, the computer generated temperatures are
clearly beyond reasonable bounds with temperatures spanning from
925 to 10331 of for R4 and from 3910 to 46152 OF for R1. Certain
assumptions made during the chip modeling are most likely the cause
of these poor quantitative results.
A number of poor assumptions contributed to the unreasonable
temperature values calculated by the Algor software. Unlike the
real system, the computer model didn't take into account heat
convection and radiation from the top surface of the chip.
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Maintaining an adiabatic boundary condition on the top surface of
the chip forced the great quantities of heat generated by resistors
R1 and R4 to spread across the surface and through to the back of
the alumina substrate (70 of constant temperature boundary
condition) . If the convection and radiation boundary conditions
were implemented, the temperatures of the R1 and R4 images would
decrease significantly.
Attempts were made to place convection and radiation boundary
conditions on the surfaces of simple models. However, these
boundary conditions did not alter the resulting temperature
profiles on the models. Since the application of the boundary
conditions didn't affect the resulting profiles, the boundary
conditions were not placed on the chip models presented here.
The electric heater attached to the bottom of the alumina
substrate was not included in the finite element model. The
addition of the electric heater to the experimental chip
(apparatus) was done well after the computer model had been
finalized. The extra thermal mass of the heater supplementing the
chip and substrate materials would tend to decrease the surface
temperatures by allowing the thermal energy to flow into the
additional mass and heat it.
As mentioned earlier, no silver epoxy layer between the chip
and substrate was included in the computer model. In theory, the
epoxy would increase the surface temperature of the computer models
with its low thermal conductivity. However, it may play a
significant role in increasing the accuracy of the absolute
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temperatures calculated in later generations of models.
The question of whether the actual resistors were producing
the amount of heat (via electrical resistance) assumed in the
computer simulation also comes to mind. The relatively small
increases in absolute temperature measured with the IR system of
resistors R3 and R4 emphasizes the point. An adjustment to each
resistor's heat generation values calculated for the computer
simulation may be necessary to reduce these values to a more
realistic quantity.
While the temperature ranges measured with the IR system seem
reasonable, their absolute values still remain in question.
Difficulty in identifying each initial diode voltage was
encountered. Because the chip was continuously heating as soon as
the diodes operating voltage was turned on, the initial voltage
value continuously changed as the chip's temperature rose. Only
after a number of seconds had passed did the voltage reading (chip
temperature) stabilize. In the process, the chip surface
temperature had risen 30 to 40°C, as seen with the IR imaging
system. After some trial and error, an arbitrary value for the
initial voltage had to be estimated based on the results of
previous tests. since the initial voltage reading could only be
intelligently estimated, at best, little confidence can be placed
in the actual, measured diode temperatures.
Chapter 5 Conclusions
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The main objectives of the present work are to calibrate the
Agema IR Thermal imaging system with a constant temperature,
uniform emissivity target, and correlate experimentally measured
and computer generated thermal profiles produced by active
resistors on the RIT Hotchip. with the present work contained in
this study, the following conclusions can be stated.
5.1 Calibration of the Agema IR system
The Agema Infrared Thermal Imaging System was found to be
accurate to within ± 0.5 °C of the known surface temperature when
the Equa12 correction software is implemented. These results
become significantly more accurate if certain combinations of
correction images are avoided when using the Equa12 software, as
discussed in section 2.7.
The computed emissivities were found to be within a margin of
less than 6.0 % when compared to the actual emissivities of the
target surfaces. Again, depending on the combinations of the
correcting images, this margin can be reduced to 1.3 % or less.
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5.2 Thermal Measurements and Computer simulations
5.2.1 Qualitative Comparison
The Agema IR thermal contours and Algor computer simulated
thermal contours were similar for 3 of the 4 sets of resistor
images, with the fourth IR thermal contour greatly obstructed by
the aluminum leads on the chip. Overall, the computer generated
thermal contours correlated well with the actual thermal contours
measured with the Agema IR system.
5.2.2 Quantitative Comparison
The number of simplifying assumptions made when modeling the
silicon chip significantly impaired the absolute temperature values
calculated by the computer simulation. Two of the 4 computer
generated images' temperature ranges were completely unrealistic.
The lack of convection and radiation boundary conditions on the top
surface of the model are believed to be the main causes of the
unrealistic temperature ranges. Further development of the Algor
chip model is necessary for more realistic results.
The actual temperature measurements computed from the diode
voltages were affected by fluctuating initial diode voltages. The
initial voltage refused to remain in a stable position because of
the induced heating of the chip caused by the applied voltage.
While the measured temperatures are in the vicinity of the actual
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chip temperatures, truly precise measurements could not be taken.
5.3 Recommendations for Future Work
The following recommendations should be taken into
consideration when continuing either the IR thermal measurement
work or the Algor finite element work.
with regards to the finite element work, a second generation
chip model should be developed that includes more surface details
of the chip, such as aluminum leads and temperature sensing diodes.
More complex boundary conditions (convection and radiation) should
be applied (if possible) to the top surface of the chip model. A
silver epoxy layer should be included in between the silicon chip
material and the alumina substrate material. An electric heater
should be modelled on the back surface of the substrate material,
as was the case with the experimental apparatus.
with regards to the Agema infrared thermal measurements, the
correction of the initial diode voltage problem would be advised.
The measured values of temperatures from the change in diode
voltages could be stated with much more confidence if a stable
initial voltage could be obtained.
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Appendix A: Theoretical Loss Through Copper Plate
The heat transfer from the flowing water to the outer surface




where: Qloss,l = Heat lost between copper plate-air boundary
Qloss,2 = Heat lost between copper plate-water boundary
Q10s s 3 = Heat lost through thickness of copper plate
h~ir = convection heat transfer coefficient of air
hw = convection heat transfer coefficient of water
k = thermal conductivity of copper
Aconv = convection surface area
Acond = conduction surface area
Ta = outer surface temperature of copper plate
Ta = ambient air temperature
Tw = water temperature
TWa11 = inner surface temperature of copper plate
(water side)
t = thickness of copper plate





Set Eqn.[l] equal to Eqn.[3].
Solving for Ts
kA cond ( Twall - T s )
t
(6)
h . leA dT leA T[ aIr con a + h . Zl T + cond w]




hair =? (free convection)
~ = 9220 w/m2 oc
k = 399 w/moC (copper)
t = 1.59X10-3m
From Table A-4 of Fundementals of Heat and Mass Transfer:
Air at 300K:
c P
= 1. 1614 kg/m3
1.007 kJ~kgK
~ = 26.3x10- W/mK





From Heat Transfer. 2nd Ed.:
NUav = 0.54 Ra
l/4 (2.6X104 < Ra < 10 7 )
Nuav = 0.15 Ra











B = 1 / k
L c = .15 m
for ideal gases (Assume air is an
ideal gas)
(measured value of side of copper
plate)
SUbstituting values into Equation [11]:
and
Gr = 26.2XI0 6
Ra = 18.5xI06
therefore, we use:
NUav = O.15Ra1/ 3 = 39.7
and
substituting into Eqn [7], the copper surface temperature is:
T g = 79.95 °C
Appendix B - Miscellaneous Data Recorded for Waterbox Calibration
Data at 30°C:
Water Bath Temperature: 30.1 °C
E-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
J-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
Ambient Air Temperature 19.5 °C
Target-Scanner Distance 0.66 m





Water Bath Temperature: 40.0 °C
E-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
J-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
Ambient Air Temperature 21.0 °C
Target-Scanner Distance 0.66 m





Water Bath Temperature: 50.0 °C
E-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
J-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
Ambient Air Temperature: 21.5 °C
Target-Scanner Distance 0.66 m


















Water Bath Temperature: 59.9 °C
E-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
J-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
Ambient Air Temperature 22.0 °C
Target-Scanner Distance 0.66 m





Water Bath Temperature: 70.0 °C
E-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
J-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
Ambient Air Temperature 23.0 °C
Target-Scanner Distance 0.66 m





Water Bath Temperature: 80.0 °C
E-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
J-Type Thermocouple Temperature :
Ambient Air Temperature 24.0 °C
Target-Scanner Distance 0.66 m



















Appendix C Emissivity Correction Procedure
A. Assemble the apparatus:
1. Connect waterbox target to constant temperature
water bath with plastic tUbing.
2. Connect waterbox thermocouples to digital
thermometer.
3. Place waterbox target inside the isolation box.
Align the target normal to the scanner's line of
sight.
4. Turn on scanner control unit, Cats-E computer
program loaded on computer, and computer monitor.
5. Make sure the Cats-E program is running in live
mode and the 20° lens is attached to the scanner.
B. Take raw images:
1. start the constant temperature water bath.
2. Set the water bath thermostat to 30°C and wait
for the water temperature to heat.
3. Pump the 30°C water through the waterbox target.
Wait for the thermocouple temperature readings to
stabilize.
4. Record miscellaneous data in log book for later
in the 'Sidat' file of the Cats-E software. Data to
be recorded are water bath temperature, E-type and
J-type thermocouple temperature readings, ambient
air temperature inside isolation box, and target-
scanner distance.
5. Adjust scanner temperature range with control knobs
on the control unit to get each painted target area
individually into "color" for each target
temperature (i.e. at 30°,40°,50°,60°,70°,80°).
6. Store the raw image with the appropriate computer
command (stoi).
7. Raise water bath temperature 10°C with thermostat.
wait for it to stabilize. wait for thermocouple
readings to stabilize. Adjust range on scanner.
Store image. Record miscellaneous data for 'sidat'
file.
8. continue raising the water temperature and storing
the raw computer images until images have been
stored for 30° to SO°C.
9. Once all raw images have been stored, the water
bath and scanner control unit can be turned off.
C. Processing Data:
1. Each raw image has a 'lidat' and an 'sidat' file
associated with it. 'lidat' contains all the live
data parameters to be entered by the operator,
while 'sidat' has all the still image data
parameters. Change all the parameters in the
'sidat' file to those recorded miscellaneous values
obtained while storing the raw thermal images.
2. A uniform emissivity area for emissivity
corrections is required by the computer software.
Therefore, the raw thermal image must be magnified
until only the painted area resides on the monitor
screen. See the operating manuals for discussion
of the 'magnify' function inherent to the Cats-E
software. Magnify the image until only the painted
target area remains in the display area of the
computer monitor.
3. Store the new magnified image under a different
name for future use as an emissivity correction
image.
4. Record the exact keystrokes of the magnification
procedure. Each of the 6 raw images must be
magnified in the exact same place, otherwise a
pixel to pixel match among the raw images will not
occur when running the emissivity correction
software and erranous results will ensue.
D. Corrected Temperature Profiles:
1. Once all the magnified, raw, thermal images have
been stored, the emissivity correction software
(EquaI2) may be implemented.
2. A base image whose true temperature profile we want
is retrieved from computer memory using the 'reci'
command.
3. Two other stored images of the exact same area, but
heated to different temperatures, serve as the
correcting images or reference images.
4. The "EquaI2" command is then run with the base
image in the display area of the monitor and the
names of the two reference images and their
respective true temperatures listed in the command
execution line. When the "EquaI2" program is
finished running, the base image is redrawn to
display the true temperature distribution of the
target.
5. The true temperature distribution can then be
stored under a new name for future reference.
Note: Since the raw thermal image was taken from a
constant temperature, uniform emissivity surface,
we would expect the corrected images to be of
constant temperature.
E. Emissivity Calculation:
1. The emissivity for the target area can be found by
recalling the magnified raw image.
2. Use the Cats-E function 'ecalc' and the average
temperature found from the corrected image, and
'ecalc' computes the emissivity for the magnified,
raw image.
Appendix 0 - "Equa12" emissivity correction
combinations
The following lists all the possible temperature combinations for
running the "Equa12" emissivity correction software. The low,
high, and average temmperatures of the image are recorded in ac.
The computed emissivities are also listed.





















































































































































































































Base Ref Ref "Equa12" Min Max Avg Computed
Image Image Image Image Temp Temp Temp Emissivity
#1 #2
50 40 60 T546BA 50.2 50.3 50.2 .74
50 40 70 T547BA 50.1 50.2 50.2 .74
50 40 80 T548BA 50.0 50.1 50.1 .74
50 60 70 T567B 50.2 50.4 50.3 .73
50 60 80 T568B 50.4 50.6 50.4 .73
50 70 80 T578B 50.8 51.1 50.9 .72
60 30 40 T634BA 61.2 61.5 61. 4 .70
60 30 50 T635BA 60.0 60.3 60.2 .73
60 30 70 T637B 59.7 59.8 59.8 .73
60 30 80 T638B 59.4 59.5 59.4 .74
60 40 50 T645BA 59.7 59.9 59.8 .73
60 40 70 T647BA 59.9 60.0 59.9 .73
60 40 80 T648BA 59.7 59.8 59.8 .73
60 50 70 T657BA 59.8 59.9 59.9 .73
60 50 80 T658BA 59.6 59.8 59.7 .74
60 70 80 T678B 60.2 60.4 60.3 .72
70 30 40 T734BA 71.9 72.2 72.1 .69
70 30 50 T735BA 70.4 70.7 70.5 .71
70 30 60 T736B 70.2 70.3 70.3 .72
70 30 80 T738B 69.5 69.6 69.6 .73
70 40 50 T745BA 69.7 70.0 69.8 .73
70 40 60 T746BA 70.0 70.1 70.1 .72
70 40 80 T748BA 69.7 69.8 69.7 .73
70 50 60 T756BA 70.2 70.4 70.3 .72
70 50 80 T758BA 69.7 69.7 69.7 .73
70 60 80 T768B 69.8 69.9 69.8 .73
80 30 40 T834BA 82.7 83.1 82.9 .68
80 30 50 T835BA 80.9 81.2 81.1 .71
80 30 60 T836B 80.7 80.9 80.8 .71
80 30 70 T837B 80.4 80.5 80.4 .72
80 40 50 T845BA 79.8 80.2 80.0 .72
80 40 60 T846BA 80.2 80.5 80.4 .72
80 40 70 T847BA 80.2 80.3 80.2 .72
Base Ref Ref "Equa12" Min Max Avg Computed
Image Image Image Image Temp Temp Temp Emissivity
#1 #2
80 50 60 T856BA 80.4 80.8 80.5 .72
80 50 70 T857BA 80.2 80.4 80.3 .72
80 60 70 T867B 80.1 80.3 80.2 .72
Gray Painted Area:
Base Ref Ref "Equa12" Min Max Avg Computed
Image Image Image Image Temp Temp Temp Emissivity
#1 #2
30 40 50 T345GA 30.4 30.5 30.5 .96
30 40 60 T346GA 30.4 30.6 30.5 .96
30 40 70 T347GA 30.5 30.6 30.6 .95
30 40 80 T348GA 30.5 30.7 30.6 .95
30 50 60 T356GA 30.5 31.0 30.7 .94
30 50 70 T357GA 30.6 31.0 30.8 .93
30 50 80 T358GA 30.7 31.0 30.9 .92
30 60 70 T367G 30.8 31.0 30.9 .92
30 60 80 T368G 30.9 31.2 31.1 .91
30 70 80 T378G 31.1 31.5 31.3 .89
40 30 50 T435GA 40.1 40.1 40.1 .91
40 30 60 T436G 40.0 40.1 40.0 .92
40 30 70 T437G 40.0 40.1 40.0 .92
40 30 80 T438G 39.9 40.0 39.9 .92
40 50 60 T456GA 40.2 40.4 40.3 .90
40 50 70 T457GA 40.3 40.4 40.3 .90
40 50 80 T458GA 40.3 40.5 40.4 .90
40 60 70 T467G 40.3 40.5 40.4 .90
40 60 80 T468G 40.4 40.6 40.5 .89
40 70 80 T478G 40.5 40.9 40.7 .88
50 30 40 T534GA 50.2 50.3 50.3 .88
50 30 60 T536G 49.9 50.0 50.0 .89
50 30 70 T537G 49.8 49.9 49.9 .90
50 30 80 T538G 49.7 49.9 49.8 .90
50 40 60 T546GA 50.0 50.1 50.0 .89
50 40 70 T547GA 49.9 50.0 50.0 .89
50 40 80 T548GA 49.9 50.0 50.0 .89
50 60 70 T567G 50.0 50.2 50.2 .88
50 60 80 T568G 50.1 50.3 50.2 .88
50 70 80 T578G 50.2 50.5 50.4 .88
Base Ref Ref Equa12 Min Max Avg Computed
Image Image Image Image Temp Temp Temp Emissivity
#1 #2
60 30 40 T634GA 60.3 60.5 60.4 .87
60 30 50 T635GA 60.1 60.3 60.2 .88
60 30 70 T637G 59.8 59.9 59.9 .89
60 30 80 T638G 59.7 59.8 59.7 .89
60 40 50 T645GA 60.0 60.2 60.1 .88
60 40 70 T647GA 59.9 59.9 59.9 .89
60 40 80 T648GA 59.8 59.9 59.8 .89
60 50 70 T657GA 59.9 60.0 60.0 .88
60 50 80 T658GA 59.9 60.0 59.9 .89
60 70 80 T678G 60.0 60.1 60.1 .88
70 30 40 T734GA 70.5 70.9 70.7 .86
70 30 50 T735GA 70.3 70.6 70.4 .87
70 30 60 T736G 70.1 70.2 70.2 .87
70 30 80 T738G 69.8 69.9 69.8 .88
70 40 50 T745GA 70.1 70.4 70.3 .87
70 40 60 T746GA 70.1 70.1 70.1 .88
70 40 80 T748GA 69.8 69.9 69.9 .88
70 50 60 T756GA 69.9 70.1 70.1 .88
70 50 80 T758GA 69.9 70.0 69.9 .88
70 60 80 T768G 69.9 70.0 69.9 .88
80 30 40 T834GA 80.7 81.2 81.0 .86
80 30 50 T835GA 80.4 80.8 80.6 .87
80 30 60 T836G 80.2 80.4 80.3 .87
80 30 70 T837G 80.1 80.2 80.1 .88
80 40 50 T845GA 80.2 80.6 80.4 .87
80 40 60 T846GA 80.1 80.3 80.2 .87
80 40 70 T847GA 80.0 80.1 80.1 .88
80 50 60 T856GA 79.9 80.2 80.1 .88
80 50 70 T857GA 79.9 80.1 80.0 .88
80 60 70 T867G 79.9 80.0 80.0 .88
Red Painted Area:
Base Ref Ref Equa12 Min Max Avg Computed
Image Image Image Image Temp Temp Temp Emissivity
#1 #2
30 40 50 T345RA 30.1 30.2 30.1 1. 00
30 40 60 T346RA 30.1 30.2 30.1 1. 00
30 40 70 T347RA 30.1 30.2 30.1 1. 00
30 40 80 T348RA 30.1 30.2 30.2 1. 00
30 50 60 T356RA 30.0 30.2 30.1 1. 00
30 50 70 T357RA 30.0 30.2 30.1 1. 00
30 50 80 T358RA 30.1 30.3 30.2 1.00
30 60 70 T367R 30.1 30.3 30.2 1. 00
30 60 80 T368R 30.2 30.4 30.3 .99
30 70 80 T378R 30.3 30.8 30.6 .96
40 30 50 T435RA 40.2 40.3 40.3 .93
40 30 60 T436R 40.3 40.3 40.3 .93
40 30 70 T437R 40.3 40.3 40.3 .93
40 30 80 T438R 40.3 40.3 40.3 .93
40 50 60 T456RA 40.1 40.2 40.2 .94
40 50 70 T457RA 40.1 40.2 40.2 .94
40 50 80 T458RA 40.2 40.3 40.2 .94
40 60 70 T467R 40.2 40.3 40.2 .94
40 60 80 T468R 40.2 40.4 40.3 .93
40 70 80 T478R 40.3 40.6 40.5 .92
50 30 40 T534RA 49.9 50.0 50.0 .92
50 30 60 T536R 50.1 50.2 50.2 .91
50 30 70 T537R 50.1 50.2 50.2 .91
50 30 80 T538R 50.1 50.2 50.2 .91
50 40 60 T546RA 50.1 50.1 50.1 .91
50 40 70 T547RA 50.1 50.1 50.1 .91
50 40 80 T548RA 50.0 50.1 50.1
.91
50 60 70 T567R 50.1 50.2 50.1
.91
50 60 80 T568R 50.1 50.2 50.2
.91
50 70 80 T578R 50.2 50.4 50.3
.91
Base Ref Ref Equa12 Min Max Avg Computed
Image Image Image Image Temp Temp Temp Emissivity
#1 #2
60 30 40 T634RA 59.7 59.8 59.7 .91
60 30 50 T635RA 59.9 60.0 59.9 .90
60 30 70 T637R 60.0 60.0 60.0 .90
60 30 80 T638R 60.0 60.0 60.0 .90
60 40 50 T645RA 59.9 60.0 60.0 .90
60 40 70 T647RA 60.0 60.0 60.0 .90
60 40 80 T648RA 59.9 60.0 59.9 .90
60 50 70 T657RA 60.0 60.0 60.0 .90
60 50 80 T658RA 59.9 60.0 59.9 .90
60 70 80 T678R 60.0 60.1 60.1 .90
70 30 40 T734RA 69.5 69.7 69.6 .90
70 30 50 T735RA 69.8 69.9 69.8 .90
70 30 60 T736R 69.9 70.0 70.0 .89
70 30 80 T738R 69.9 70.0 69.9 .90
70 40 50 T745R 69.9 70.1 70.0 .89
70 40 60 T746R 70.0 70.0 70.0 .89
70 40 80 T748R 69.9 70.0 69.9 .90
70 50 60 T756RA 70.0 70.1 70.0 .89
70 50 80 T758RA 69.9 70.0 69.9 .90
70 60 80 T768R 69.9 70.0 70.0 .89
80 30 40 T834RA 79.4 79.6 79.5 .90
80 30 50 T835RA 79.7 79.9 79.8 .89
80 30 60 T836R 79.8 80.0 79.9 .89
80 30 70 T837R 79.9 80.0 80.0 .89
80 40 50 T845RA 79.8 80.1 80.0 .89
80 40 60 T846RA 79.9 80.1 80.0 .89
80 40 70 T847RA 79.9 80.0 80.0 .89
80 50 60 T856RA 79.9 80.1 80.0 .89
80 50 70 T857RA 79.9 80.0 80.0 .89
80 60 70 T867R 79.9 80.0 80.0 .89
Appendix E
Voltage-Temperature Relationship for Temperature Sensing Diodes
The ideal diode equation relating diode current, voltage, and
temperature can be written as:
where I o = diode current
Vo = diode voltage
Is = short circuit current
k = Boltzmann's Constant
q = electron volt
T = temperature
(1)
Neglecting the 1 in equation [1] and solving for Vo :
(2)
Take the derivative of Vo with respect to T and note I o isn't a
function of T and Is is.
(3)




. . . . . . . . (4)
where Dp and Dn are proportional to liT and
n1
2 = AoT3 exp(-qEg/kT}.
So the temperature dependence of Is is:
I = CT2exp (_ qEg )
s kT
If the natural log of both sides is taken:




. . . . . . . (6)
Taking the derivative with respect to T of both sides:
and
...E... [In I ]
dT s





. . . . . . . . . (8)




Assuming the material being used is silicon,
Eg = 1. 2 eV
Vo = 0.6 V
T = 300 K
(9)
(10)
Appendix F: Material Properties Conversions
Typical values of Silicon:
Density (p) = 2340 kg/mJ
specific Heat (C ) = 761 J/kg K
Thermal Conductivity (~) = 68.8 W/m K
using these conversion factors from Incropera, Dewitt (1985):
1 w/mJ = 0.09665 Btu/h ft J
1 kg/mJ = 0.06243 lb /ft3
1 J/kg K = 2.389X10-~ Btu/lbm of
1 W/m K = 0.5778 Btu/h ft of
Length Conversions:
1 rom = 10 units




0.09665 Btu/h ft3 (h/3600 s) (ft/12 in)3
= 1.554X10-8 Btu/s inJ (in/2.54 cm)J(cm/100 units)3
= 9.481X10-16 Btu/s units3
= 0.06243 lbm/ft3 (ftj12 in)3(386 lbf/lbm)
x (in/2.54 em) (cm/100 unit)J
= 8.510x10-10 lbf/units
= 2.389X10-4 Btu/lbm °F(lbm/386 lbf )
= 6.189X10-7 Btu/lbf of
= 0.5778 Btu/h ft °F(h/3600 s) (ft/12 in)
x (in/2.54 em) (cm/100 units)
= 5.266x10-8 Btu/s unit OF
Final Computer Units (Silicon):
p = 2340 kg/mJ (l kg/m3)/18.510X10-10 lbf /units
3)
= 1.991X10-6 lbf/units
cp = (761 J/kg K) (1 J/kg K)/(6.189X10-
7 Btu/lbf OF)
= 4.710X10-4 Btu/lbf of
k = 68.8 W/rn K(l W/rn K)/(5.266X10-8 Btu/s unit OF)
3.623X10-6 Btu/s unit OF



























Thickness of active resistive layer = 3.5 ~m
= 0.0035 rom
= 0.035 units






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix J: Nodal Temperatures from Algor Simulation
(Resistor R4 Active)
1**** THERMAL ANALYSIS
load case =
temperatures of nodes
node
number temperature
1 7.00000+01
2 2.38060+02
3 3.66290+02
4 4.25850+02
5 4.25850+02
6 7.00000+01
7 2.38590+02
8 3.67230+02
9 4.26970+02
10 4.26980+02
11 7.00000+01
12 2.40100+02
13 3.69890+02
14 4.30160+02
15 4.30170+02
16 7.00000+01
17 2.42350+02
18 3.73850+02
19 4.34920+02
20 4.34930+02
21 7.00000+01
22 2.44250+02
23 3.77210+02
24 4.38960+02
25 4.38960+02
26 7.00000+01
27 2.46220+02
28 3.80680+02
29 4.43130+02
30 4.43140+02
31 7.00000+01
32 2.47810+02
33 3.83470+02
34 4.46480+02
35 4.46490+02
36 7.00000+01
37 2.49540+02
38 3.86520+02
39 4.50150+02
40 4.50150+02
1
41 7.00000+01
42 2.50970+02
43 3.89040+02
44 4.53170+02
45 4.53180+02
46 7.00000+01
47 2.52000+02
48 3.90870+02
49 4.55370+02
50 4.55380+02
51 7.00000+01
52 2.52720+02
53 3.92140+02
54 4.56890+02
55 4.56890+02
56 7.00000+01
57 2.46250+02
58 3.80740+02
59 4.43200+02
60 4.43200+02
61 7.00000+01
62 2.46850+02
63 3.81800+02
64 4.44470+02
65 4.44480+02
66 7.00000+01
67 2.48560+02
68 3.84800+02
69 4.48080+02
70 4.48080+02
71 7.00000+01
72 2.51090+02
73 3.89260+02
74 4.53430+02
75 4.53440+02
76 7.00000+01
77 2.53220+02
78 3.93020+02
79 4.57960+02
80 4.57960+02
81 7.00000+01
82 2.55420+02
83 3.96910+02
84 4.62620+02
85 4.62620+02
86 7.00000+01
87 2.57180+02
88 4.00010+02
89 4.66340+02
90 4.66350+02
91 7.00000+01
92 2.59100+02
93 4.03390+02
94 4.70410+02
95 4.70410+02
96 7.00000+01
97 2.60680+02
98 4.06170+02
99 4.73750+02
100 4.73760+02
101 7.00000+01
102 2.61820+02
103 4.08190+02
104 4.76170+02
105 4.76170+02
106 7.00000+01
107 2.62610+02
108 4.09580+02
109 4.77840+02
110 4.77840+02
111 7.00000+01
112 2.71550+02
113 4.25330+02
114 4.96760+02
115 4.96770+02
116 7.00000+01
117 2.72380+02
118 4.26800+02
119 4.98520+02
120 4.98530+02
121 7.00000+01
122 2.74720+02
123 4.30930+02
124 5.03490+02
125 5.03500+02
126 7.00000+01
127 2.78170+02
128 4.37020+02
129 5.10800+02
130 5.10810+02
131 7.00000+01
132 2.81060+02
133 4.42120+02
134 5.16930+02
135 5.16930+02
136 7.00000+01
137 2.84010+02
138 4.47310+02
139 5.23170+02
140 5.23170+02
141 7.00000+01
142 2.86340+02
143 4.51420+02
144 5.28100+02
145 5.28110+02
146 7.00000+01
147 2.88860+02
148 4.55860+02
149 5.33440+02
150 5.33440+02
151 7.00000+01
152 2.90910+02
153 4.59470+02
154 5.37770+02
155 5.37780+02
156 7.00000+01
157 2.92380+02
158 4.62070+02
159 5.40890+02
160 5.40890+02
161 7.00000+01
162 2.93390+02
163 4.63840+02
164 5.43020+02
165 5.43030+02
166 7.00000+01
167 3.16100+02
168 5.03900+02
169 5.91150+02
170 5.91150+02
171 7.00000+01
172 3.17400+02
173 5.06190+02
174 5.93890+02
175 5.93900+02
176 7.00000+01
177 3.21030+02
178 5.12590+02
179 6.01580+02
180 6.01590+02
181 7.00000+01
182 3.26310+02
183 5.21910+02
184 6.12780+02
185 6.12790+02
186 7.00000+01
187 3.30680+02
188 5.29610+02
189 6.22030+02
190 6.22040+02
191 7.00000+01
192 3.35060+02
193 5.37340+02
194 6.31320+02
195 6.31330+02
196 7.00000+01
197 3.38480+02
198 5.43370+02
199 6.38560+02
200 6.38560+02
201 7.00000+01
202 3.42110+02
203 5.49780+02
204 6.46250+02
205 6.46260+02
206 7.00000+01
207 3.45020+02
208 5.54910+02
209 6.52410+02
210 6.52420+02
211 7.00000+01
212 3.47080+02
213 5.58540+02
214 6.56780+02
215 6.56790+02
216 7.00000+01
217 3.48480+02
218 5.61000+02
219 6.59740+02
220 6.59750+02
221 7.00000+01
222 3.53630+02
223 5.70100+02
224 6.70660+02
225 6.70670+02
226 7.00000+01
227 3.55370+02
228 5.73170+02
229 6.74360+02
230 6.74370+02
231 7.00000+01
232 3.60240+02
233 5.81760+02
234 6.84680+02
235 6.84690+02
236 7.00000+01
237 3.67270+02
238 5.94160+02
239 6.99590+02
240 6.99600+02
241 7.00000+01
242 3.73020+02
243 6.04300+02
244 7.11770+02
245 7.11780+02
246 7.00000+01
247 3.78730+02
248 6.14380+02
249 7.23880+02
250 7.23890+02
251 7.00000+01
252 3.83140+02
253 6.22150+02
254 7.33210+02
255 7.33220+02
256 7.00000+01
257 3.87760+02
258 6.30310+02
259 7.43010+02
260 7.43020+02
261 7.00000+01
262 3.91420+02
263 6.36760+02
264 7.50760+02
265 7.50760+02
266 7.00000+01
267 3.93980+02
268 6.41270+02
269 7.56180+02
270 7.56190+02
271 7.00000+01
272 3.95710+02
273 6.44310+02
274 7.59830+02
275 7.59840+02
276 7.00000+01
277 4.00480+02
278 6.52740+02
279 7.69960+02
280 7.69970+02
281 7.00000+01
282 4.02860+02
283 6.56940+02
284 7.75010+02
285 7.75010+02
286 7.00000+01
287 4.09470+02
288 6.68620+02
289 7.89050+02
290 7.89060+02
291 7.00000+01
292 4.18950+02
293 6.85340+02
294 8.09140+02
295 8.09150+02
296 7.00000+01
297 4.26600+02
298 6.98850+02
299 8:25380+02
300 8.25390+02
301 7.00000+01
302 4.34130+02
303 7.12120+02
304 8.41330+02
305 8.41340+02
306 7.00000+01
307 4.39850+02
308 7.22210+02
309 8.53460+02
310 8.53470+02
311 7.00000+01
312 4.45770+02
313 7.32670+02
314 8.66010+02
315 8.66020+02
316 7.00000+01
317 4.50380+02
318 7.40780+02
319 8.75760+02
320 8.75780+02
321 7.00000+01
322 4.53560+02
323 7.46400+02
324 8.82510+02
325 8.82520+02
326 7.00000+01
327 4.55680+02
328 7.50130+02
329 8.86990+02
330 8.87000+02
331 7.00000+01
332 5.09560+02
333 8.45250+02
334 1. 00130+03
335 1.00130+03
336 7.00000+01
337 5.11990+02
338 8.49520+02
339 1.00640+03
340 1.00650+03
341 7.00000+01
342 4.46940+02
343 7.34730+02
344 8.68490+02
345 8.68500+02
346 7.00000+01
347 4.55360+02
348 7.49600+02
349 8.86370+02
350 8.86380+02
351 7.00000+01
352 4.67340+02
353 7.70740+02
354 9.11790+02
355 9.11800+02
356 7.00000+01
357 4.76910+02
358 7.87650+02
359 9.32120+02
360 9.32130+02
361 7.00000+01
362 4.86230+02
363 8.04090+02
364 9.51880+02
365 9.51890+02
366 7.00000+01
367 4.93240+02
368 8.16460+02
369 9.66750+02
370 9.66760+02
371 7.00000+01
372 5.00380+02
373 8.29060+02
374 9.81880+02
375 9.81900+02
376 7.00000+01
377 5.05840+02
378 8.38690+02
379 9.93440+02
380 9.93450+02
381 7.00000+01
382 4.43920+02
383 7.29390+02
384 8.62070+02
385 8.62080+02
386 7.00000+01
387 4.94390+02
388 8.18460+02
389 9.69130+02
390 9.69140+02
391 7.00000+01
392 4.98310+02
393 8.25400+02
394 9.77480+02
395 9.77490+02
396 7.00000+01
397 5.09150+02
398 8.44560+02
399 1.00050+03
400 1.00050+03
401 7.00000+01
402 5.24440+02
403 8.71580+02
404 1. 03300+03
405 1. 03300+03
406 7.00000+01
407 5.36550+02
408 8.92960+02
409 1.05870+03
410 1.05880+03
411 7.00000+01
412 5.48120+02
413 9.13390+02
414 1.08330+03
415 1.08330+03
416 7.00000+01
417 5.56880+02
418 9.28850+02
419 1.10190+03
420 1.10190+03
421 7.00000+01
422 5.65470+02
423 9.44010+02
424 1.12010+03
425 1.12010+03
426 7.00000+01
427 5.72000+02
428 9.55510+02
429 1.13390+03
430 1.13390+03
431 7.00000+01
432 5.76380+02
433 9.63230+02
434 1.14320+03
435 1.14320+03
436 7.00000+01
437 5.79220+02
438 9.68230+02
439 1.14920+03
440 1.14920+03
441 7.00000+01
442 6.66860+02
443 1.12350+03
444 1. 33620+03
445 1. 33620+03
446 7.00000+01
447 6.69210+02
448 1.12760+03
449 1. 34120+03
450 1. 34120+03
451 7.00000+01
452 6.85680+02
453 1.15680+03
454 1. 37630+03
455 1. 37630+03
456 7.00000+01
457 6.87280+02
458 1.15960+03
459 1.37970+03
460 1. 37970+03
461 7.00000+01
462 6.81950+02
463 1.14990+03
464 1. 36780+03
465 1. 36790+03
466 7.00000+01
467 6.90300+02
468 1.16470+03
469 1.38570+03
470 1. 38570+03
471 7.00000+01
472 7.13060+02
473 1.20510+03
474 1.43450+03
475 1.43450+03
476 7.00000+01
477 7.44300+02
478 1.26050+03
479 1.50130+03
480 1.50130+03
481 7.00000+01
482 7.68150+02
483 1. 30280+03
484 1.55220+03
485 1. 55220+03
486 7.00000+01
487 7.90090+02
488 1. 34160+03
489 1. 59900+03
490 1. 59900+03
491 7.00000+01
492 8.05290+02
493 1. 36850+03
494 1. 63130+03
495 1. 63130+03
496 7.00000+01
497 8.19810+02
498 1. 39410+03
499 1.66200+03
500 1. 6621D+03
501 7.00000+01
502 8.29790+02
503 1.41170+03
504 1. 68310+03
505 1. 68310+03
506 7.00000+01
507 8.35920+02
508 1.42240+03
509 1.69600+03
510 1.69600+03
511 7.00000+01
512 8.39570+02
513 1.42880+03
514 1. 70360+03
515 1. 70360+03
516 7.00000+01
517 8.92220+02
518 1. 52250+03
519 1. 81690+03
520 1. 81690+03
521 7.00000+01
522 9.08050+02
523 1.55100+03
524 1. 85140+03
525 1. 85140+03
526 7.00000+01
527 9.50830+02
528 1. 62740+03
529 1. 94410+03
530 1.94410+03
531 7.00000+01
532 1.00800+03
533 1.72970+03
534 2.06800+03
535 2.06800+03
536 7.00000+01
537 1.05020+03
538 1.80470+03
539 2.15870+03
540 2.15870+03
541 7.00000+01
542 1.08690+03
543 1.87010+03
544 2.23770+03
545 2.23770+03
546 7.00000+01
547 1. 11110+03
548 1.91290+03
549 2.28920+03
550 2.28920+03
551 7.00000+01
552 1.13190+03
553 1.94940+03
554 2.33310+03
555 2.33320+03
556 7.00000+01
557 1.14430+03
558 1.97100+03
559 2.35880+03
560 2.35880+03
561 7.00000+01
562 1.15040+03
563 1.98170+03
564 2.37140+03
565 2.37140+03
566 7.00000+01
567 1.15330+03
568 1.98640+03
569 2.37680+03
570 2.37690+03
571 7.00000+01
572 1.16060+03
573 2.00100+03
574 2.39510+03
575 2.39510+03
576 7.00000+01
577 1.19150+03
578 2.05650+03
579 2.46350+03
580 2.46350+03
581 7.00000+01
582 1.27300+03
583 2.20590+03
584 2.64630+03
585 2.64630+03
586 7.00000+01
587 1.37980+03
588 2.39860+03
589 2.88210+03
590 2.88220+03
591 7.00000+01
592 1.45480+03
593 2.53500+03
594 3.04820+03
595 3.04830+03
596 7.00000+01
597 1.51690+03
598 2.64570+03
599 3.18240+03
600 3.18240+03
601 7.00000+01
602 1.55410+03
603 2.71180+03
604 3.26240+03
605 3.26250+03
606 7.00000+01
607 1.58130+03
608 2.75920+03
609 3.31870+03
610 3.31870+03
611 7.00000+01
612 1.59230+03
613 2.77760+03
614 3.33980+03
615 3.33980+03
616 7.00000+01
617 1.59350+03
618 2.77780+03
619 3.33900+03
620 3.33900+03
621 7.00000+01
622 1.59050+03
623 2.77180+03
624 3.33070+03
625 3.33070+03
626 7.00000+01
627 1.48110+03
628 2.57370+03
629 3.08990+03
630 3.09000+03
631 7.00000+01
632 1.53930+03
633 2.69030+03
634 3.23430+03
635 3.23430+03
636 7.00000+01
637 1. 69780+03
638 2.98440+03
639 3.60390+03
640 3.60400+03
641 7.00000+01
642 1.89610+03
643 3.36630+03
644 4.07600+03
645 4.07600+03
646 7.00000+01
647 2.03260+03
648 3.61270+03
649 4.37940+03
650 4.37950+03
651 7.00000+01
652 2.13570+03
653 3.80420+03
654 4.61490+03
655 4.61490+03
656 7.00000+01
657 2.19070+03
658 3.90220+03
659 4.73170+03
660 4.73180+03
661 7.00000+01
662 2.22120+03
663 3.95150+03
664 4.78940+03
665 4.78940+03
666 7.00000+01
667 2.21950+03
668 3.94000+03
669 4.76980+03
670 4.76980+03
671 7.00000+01
672 2.19950+03
673 3.90210+03
674 4.71910+03
675 4.71910+03
676 7.00000+01
677 2.17790+03
678 3.85100+03
679 4.65530+03
680 4.65540+03
681 7.00000+01
682 1.82440+03
683 3.19180+03
684 3.84060+03
685 3.84060+03
686 7.00000+01
687 1.92780+03
688 3.39390+03
689 4.09890+03
690 4.09890+03
691 7.00000+01
692 2.20140+03
693 4.05170+03
694 4.90520+03
695 4.90520+03
696 7.00000+01
697 2.59030+03
698 4.78600+03
699 5.85470+03
700 5.85510+03
701 7.00000+01
702 2.81650+03
703 5.30220+03
704 6.49610+03
705 6.49630+03
706 7.00000+01
707 2.97740+03
708 5.60360+03
709 6.82810+03
710 6.82830+03
711 7.00000+01
712 3.05290+03
713 5.73130+03
714 6.97080+03
715 6.97110+03
716 7.00000+01
717 3.08050+03
718 5.76800+03
719 7.01430+03
720 7.01450+03
721 7.00000+01
722 3.04930+03
723 5.67390+03
724 6.92060+03
725 6.92080+03
726 7.00000+01
727 2.98210+03
728 5.46460+03
729 6.65450+03
730 6.65480+03
731 7.00000+01
732 2.87450+03
733 5.29800+03
734 6.39790+03
735 6.39790+03
736 7.00000+01
737 2.14210+03
738 3.76220+03
739 4.53510+03
740 4.53520+03
741 7.00000+01
742 2.28990+03
743 4.06450+03
744 4.91800+03
745 4.91800+03
746 7.00000+01
747 2.73320+03
748 5.04390+03
749 6.17070+03
750 6.17110+03
751 7.00000+01
752 3.05300+03
753 7.83910+03
754 8.96900+03
755 8.96810+03
756 7.00000+01
757 3.39260+03
758 8.61390+03
759 9.42390+03
760 9.42360+03
761 7.00000+01
762 3.61090+03
763 8.96330+03
764 9.72800+03
765 9.72760+03
766 7.00000+01
767 3.70240+03
768 9.10300+03
769 9.86320+03
770 9.86290+03
771 7.00000+01
772 3.72500+03
773 9.12400+03
774 9.89000+03
775 9.88960+03
776 7.00000+01
777 3.65940+03
778 8.95520+03
779 9.76410+03
780 9.76380+03
781 7.00010+01
782 3.55600+03
783 8.36790+03
784 9.49400+03
785 9.49340+03
786 7.00000+01
787 3.62890+03
788 6.41600+03
789 7.92710+03
790 7.92770+03
791 7.00000+01
792 2.40640+03
793 4.23710+03
794 5.11110+03
795 5.11110+03
796 7.00000+01
797 2.59070+03
798 4.60840+03
799 5.58480+03
800 5.58480+03
801 7.00000+01
802 3.12810+03
803 5.87250+03
804 7.16530+03
805 7.16550+03
806 7.00000+01
807 3.58920+03
808 8.86700+03
809 9.63360+03
810 9.63320+03
811 7.00000+01
812 4.05130+03
813 9.35490+03
814 9.83030+03
815 9.83060+03
816 7.00000+01
817 4.29950+03
818 9.65760+03
819 1.00760+04
820 1.00760+04
821 7.00000+01
822 4.39890+03
823 9.79040+03
824 1.02010+04
825 1.02020+04
826 7.00000+01
827 4.41940+03
828 9.81540+03
829 1.02330+04
830 1.02330+04
831 7.00000+01
832 4.33760+03
833 9.68220+03
834 1.01520+04
835 1.01520+04
836 7.00010+01
837 4.15550+03
838 9.35310+03
839 1.0099D+04
840 1.00990+04
841 7.00000+01
842 4.15120+03
843 7.49730+03
844 9.28290+03
845 9.28320+03
846 7.00000+01
847 2.51200+03
848 4.42180+03
849 5.33220+03
850 5.3323D+03
851 7.00000+01
852 2.69470+03
853 4.79020+03
854 5.80070+03
855 5.80070+03
856 7.00000+01
857 3.22870+03
858 6.02570+03
859 7.33790+03
860 7.33810+03
861 7.00010+01
862 3.68280+03
863 8.97460+03
864 9.73710+03
865 9.73670+03
866 7.00000+01
867 4.13870+03
868 9.45690+03
869 9.92990+03
870 9.93010+03
871 7.00000+01
872 4.38590+03
873 9.75320+03
874 1. 01690+04
875 1. 01690+04
876 7.00000+01
877 4.48610+03
878 9.88550+03
879 1. 02940+04
880 1.02940+04
881 7.00010+01
882 4.50920+03
883 9.91510+03
884 1.03300+04
885 1. 03310+04
886 7.00000+01
887 4.43170+03
888 9.79300+03
889 1.02600+04
890 1.02610+04
891 7.00010+01
892 4.25890+03
893 9.47060+03
894 1.02120+04
895 1.02120+04
896 7.00000+01
897 4.26160+03
898 7.65700+03
899 9.45540+03
900 9.45570+03
901 7.00000+01
902 2.47760+03
903 4.35180+03
904 5.24140+03
905 5.24150+03
906 7.00000+01
907 2.62570+03
908 4.64910+03
909 5.61590+03
910 5.61590+03
911 7.00000+01
912 3.06320+03
913 5.61200+03
914 6.82950+03
915 6.82980+03
916 7.00000+01
917 3.41160+03
918 8.17320+03
919 9.29230+03
920 9.29160+03
921 7.00000+01
922 3.75340+03
923 8.90020+03
924 9.69720+03
925 9.69710+03
926 7.00000+01
927 3.97580+03
928 9.23850+03
929 9.98700+03
930 9.98670+03
931 7.00000+01
932 4.07290+03
933 9.37910+03
934 1. 01220+04
935 1. 01220+04
936 7.00000+01
937 4.10450+03
938 9.41120+03
939 1.01600+04
940 1.01600+04
941 7.00000+01
942 4.05060+03
943 9.26780+03
944 1.00610+04
945 1.00610+04
946 7.00010+01
947 3.95670+03
948 8.75050+03
949 9.86210+03
950 9.86170+03
951 7.00000+01
952 4.00310+03
953 7.08260+03
954 8.69210+03
955 8.69250+03
956 7.00000+01
957 2.37960+03
958 4.16790+03
959
960
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
970
971
972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
5.01100+03
5.01110+03
7.00000+01
2.48190+03
4.36380+03
5.25740+03
5.25740+03
7.00000+01
2.75060+03
4.95760+03
5.97500+03
5.97500+03
7.00000+01
3.13710+03
5.54550+03
6.77320+03
6.77350+03
7.00000+01
3.36550+03
6.02290+03
7.39150+03
7.39170+03
7.00000+01
3.53600+03
6.33640+03
7.74840+03
7.74860+03
7.00000+01
3.62360+03
6.48590+03
7.91970+03
7.92000+03
7.00000+01
3.66880+03
6.55580+03
8.00220+03
8.00240+03
7.00000+01
3.65860+03
6.51140+03
7.96020+03
7.96050+03
7.00010+01
3.61330+03
6.39330+03
7.78100+03
7.78120+03
7.00000+01
3.52600+03
6.37470+03
7.65840+03
7.65840+03
7.00000+01
2.33030+03
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
4.07510+03
4.89620+03
4.89630+03
7.00000+01
2.40870+03
4.22630+03
5.08060+03
5.08070+03
7.00000+01
2.62090+03
4.58890+03
5.53640+03
5.53650+03
7.00000+01
2.87840+03
5.09110+03
6.14070+03
6.14070+03
7.00000+01
3.06490+03
5.40760+03
6.52450+03
6.52460+03
7.00000+01
3.21100+03
5.67270+03
6.85540+03
6.85550+03
7.00000+01
3.29330+03
5.81960+03
7.03240+03
7.03240+03
7.00000+01
3.34620+03
5.90890+03
7.13700+03
7.13710+03
7.00000+01
3.35770+03
5.92590+03
7.14580+03
7.14580+03
7.00000+01
3.34660+03
5.91490+03
7.12960+03
7.12960+03
7.00000+01
3.33890+03
5.8660D+03
7.08430+03
7.08450+03
